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Kappa Sigma Attempts to Gain Charter at Trin. Joints! Have 
Their First 
Show of Year 
JAMES THALER '13 
CONTRIB UTJ G WRITER 
This fall a new fraternity organized 
by upperclass students was started in 
an effort to provide an alternative to 
the options provided by Trinity's cur-
rent Greek system. The group, cur-
rently unaffiliated with the school, is a 
a new colony of Kappa Sigma, the 
nation's largest Greek organization 
that was originally founded in 1849 at 
the University of Virginia and has its 
roots dating back to the early 1400s in 
Italy. 
The group is currently comprised of 
47 members. 
COURTESY OF MADELINE BAUM '13 
ERICA BERT OLI '14 
ARTS EDITOR 
This past Friday at 8 p.m. in Hamlin 
Hall, The Joints! had their first perform-
ance of the year. The performance includ-
ed returning members Liam Doran '14, 
Anson McCook '12 and Tamar Stevens '12 
(along with a few volunteers from the 
crowd). The show consisted of games and 
improv scenes. 
Greg Smith '13, one of the group's 
founders, describes the genesis of the 
idea. "It was a Thursday night and it 
was a bit of a rough night in terms of 
exclusivity and all that stuff," Smith 
recalled. 
The newly formed Kappa Sigma Fraternity, located on Crescent Street, is hoping to gain a charter at Trinity College. 
One of these games was "High Stakes/ 
Low Stakes," which began with a scene 
based on the crowd suggestion of 
"Alzheimer's." In this game, Stevens 
played the granddaughter of an 
Alzheimer's patient, played by McCook. 
Depicting a grandfather so overcome by 
Alzheimer's that he could not remember 
his own granddaughter, the scene was 
then repeated - except this time, the 
grandfather didn't recognize his grand-
"So I walked back with some 
friends and remembered my dad 
telling me about his time in Kappa 
Sigma and how nice it was. So the next 
day I sat down with with Ian 
[Waterhouse-Teller '13) said we should 
start a fraternity. That same day I 
ended up calling National and sending 
a couple of emails." 
According to its members, the main 
impetus for starting the group was out 
of dissatisfaction with the cu rrent 
Greek system. 
"We didn't want to go through the 
pledging process they've got at some of 
Trin. Campus Safety Releases 
2011 Fire and Safety Report 
MADELIN E BAUM '13 
EWSED!TOR 
On Tuesday, Sept. 27, Campus 
Safety released the 2011 Campus 
Safety Annual Security and Fire 
Safety Report. The report consists of 
58 pages of crime statistics from 2008, 
2009 and 2010. 
The report adheres to the "Student 
Right to Know and Campus Security 
Act," which was signed in 1990 by 
President Bush. The act requires 
schools to disclose crime statistics and 
current security policies for all public 
and private institutions. The law also 
made it necessary for schools to issue 
"timely warnings" if required. 
This act was amended in 1998 with 
the passing of the "Jeanne Cleary 
Disclosure of Campus Security Policy 
and Campus Crime Statistics Act" 
which requires the U.S. Department of 
Education to collect, analyze, and 
report to Congress all of the crime sta-
tistics on college campuses. This law 
also states that colleges must disclose 
all of the information to students, fac-
ulty, staff and prospective students. 
The campus police must also maintain 
a daily crime log that is available to 
the public. 
In July 2010, the "Higher 
see CAMPUS on page 7 
COURTESY OF MADELINE BAUM '14 
Summit Street was littered with broken glass after targeted vehicles had their windows smashed by unknown assailants. 
the other fraternities," said Smith. 
"I like the other fraternities , we 
have a lot of friends in all of them. It's 
more of that we wanted one that was 
more relaxed and a chill atmosphere, a 
place to hang out like an 'old' fraterni-
ty and not like another dance party," 
see KAPPA on page 7 
see THE on page 14 
Comedian Josh Blue Performs 
I at Trinity; Discusses Disability 
I 
RACHAEL BURKE '14 coming to Trinity was, Blue praised the 
FEATURES WRITER audience, telling me that he was 
On Thursday, September 29, "Last thrilled at how receptive everyone was. 
Comic Standing" winner Josh Blue It seemed to me early on in the set, as 
delighted a packed Washington Room though the feeling was mutual. 
with a standup routine sponsored by Best known for winning the 2006 
the Trinity Best Buddies program. season of "NBC's Last Comic 
I walked into the Washington Standing," Josh Blue is a well-
Room, slightly tardy from a night class, renowned comedian living with cere-
not knowing what to expect from the bral palsy. Currently residing in 
performer, Josh Blue. Instantly after I Denver, Colorado, he manages to bal-
had slinked unnoticed into a seat in ance his traveling for comedy gigs 
the back of the Washington Room, I around the country with playing on the 
heard the roar of the cracking up crowd Paralympic mens' soccer team, as well 
and realized that Blue had already 
won over the audience. When asked 
post-show what his favorite part of see WINNER on page 12 
Writer Shikha Dalmia Speaks 
of Bollywood, Youth Culture 
MAGGIE LAWRENCE '14 
FEATURES WRITER 
On Wednesday, Sept. 29, the 
Trinity College community welcomed 
Shikha Dalmia, a writer, who spoke 
about youth's impact on different 
countries and t heir ideals; specifically 
Bollywood's effect on the Middle East. 
A regular cont r ibutor to magazines 
a nd blogs around the world, as well as 
a n up and coming author, Dalmia's 
understanding of military history shed 
ligh t on why she believes young people 
t ruly hold the reigns in the cultural, 
political and military affairs that take 
place in countries around the world. 
The perpetual state of warfare in 
Iraq, Dalmia sited in the opening of 
her speech, has lead American politi-
cians to share two common views: 
"one, Islamic terrorism is an omnipo-
tent force that constantly t hreatens 
[. . .) our way of life and two, the only 
thing standing between the United 
States and Islamic [t hreats] is t he 
American military," said Dalmia. 
The dependence placed on "hard 
power," weapons of mass destruction, 
has driven t he majority of the wars 
that this country h as fought in over 
the past 150 years. Dalmia highlights 
however, that while in every war there 
see BOLLYWOOD on page 11 
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Tripod Editorial 
Giving Hart. the Chance it Deserves 
After a marathon session of 
"Man v. Food" this past week-
end, a few friends and I decid-
ed to venture into downtown 
Hartford to test one of the 
restaurants visited on the show 
(Woody's on Main Street - I 
highly recommend it). As we 
left one of my comrades 
thought aloud that we, as a 
group, should begin looking 
more into what there is to do 
outside of our own campus. I 
wholeheartedly agreed 
because, although I do not 
practice it as often as I should, 
that sentiment is something I 
have always stood behind. 
I will come off as a little 
biased here, because I have 
spent my entire life just half an 
hour outside of Hartford; how-
ever, in contrast with what 
seems to be the general student 
opinion, I must say this: the 
city surrounding our campus 
has an unbelievable amount to 
offer. You may scoff, but I 
implore you to hear me out. 
When it comes to history, 
Hartford is brimming: looking 
beyond the Mark Twain House 
one finds the Wadsworth, the 
nation's oldest public art muse-
um, Bushnell Park, the oldest 
public park and (I say with a 
touch of journalistic pride) The 
Hartford Courant, the nation's 
oldest continuously published 
newspaper. 
For those who could care 
less about what happened 
more than a decade ago (I know 
you're out there), there is the 
Bushnell, the Comcast 
Theater, the XL Center or my 
personal favorite, The Hartford 
Stage. The number of places to 
catch shows, concerts, comedi-
ans or whatever else you enjoy 
is abundant, and oftentimes 
quite reasonably priced. 
Alongside this small list of 
the opportunities around us, I 
provide one fact: last year the 
Hartford metropolitan area 
was ranked second in the 
nation in per capita economic 
activity. This surprises most 
people here, who many times 
will take a look at the urban 
area we live in and generalize 
it to reflect poorly on the rest of 
the city. 
This is a common trend I 
have found here, the mind-set 
that Hartford is simply a lesser 
city. I can understand this to a 
certain point; in comparison, 
it's hard for it to stand up 
against the glamor and bustle 
of the nearby big cities like 
New York or Boston. However, 
this distinction is not enough to 
warrant this general idea that 
Hartford is some sort of awful, 
frightening metropolis from 
Hell. Cities are scary at times 
and in places, we all can agree 
on this. But every urban area 
has locales its problems, and 
no place is perfectly safe after 
dark. 
I will be the first to say that 
I love life here on campus, and 
spend most of my time within 
these boundaries, happy with 
what is offered here. However, 
let us not all become assured 
that there is nothing more for 
us outside of Summit Street. 
So for those of you who have 
just arrived, and those who 
have resigned yourselves to 
spending four years without 
leaving the quad, give Hartford 
a chance. As one of our writers 
mentions in the Opinions sec-
tion this week, there are parts 
of this city that cannot com-
pare with the romanticized, 
international cities many of us 
have visited or dreamt of. 
However, as Mark Twain once 
said about Hartford, "of all the 
beautiful towns it has been my 
fortune to see, this is the 
chief." And really, who can 
argue with Mark? 
-GTL 
Why Have We Forgotten Meredith? 
Just after 3:30 p.m. 
Monday, Oct. 3, 2011, Amanda 
Knox's murder conviction was 
overturned and she was freed 
from the Italian jail she had 
been living in for four years. 
In 2007, Knox was found 
guilty of murdering her 
British roommate Meredith 
Kercher while the two were 
studying abroad together in 
Perugia, Italy. 
Kercher's murder was of a 
sexual nature and was so 
gruesome, journalists named 
the crime scene the "House of 
Horrors." 
In the past four years, the 
media frenzy surrounding 
Knox's trial has been stagger-
ing. Knox was vilified and 
defended and the horrific 
details of Meredith's murder 
were published worldwide. 
The idea that a young, pretty 
American girl could kill her 
friend sparked bias, hate, 
fighting and chaos. Arguably, 
Knox's trial was more highly 
and intimately covered than 
this summer's second-by-sec-
ond coverage of Casey 
Anthony's trial. 
With all of this drama, it 
seems Meredith Kercher has 
been forgotten. It was 
Meredith who was lost in the 
media frenzy, the one who 
took a backseat to the pretty 
American superstar of one of 
the most gruesome murders 
Perugia had ever seen. 
Why Meredith was forgot-
ten is unclear. Perhaps people 
are more interested in the 
killer than the killed or, per-
haps, people are more shocked 
that a young, pretty girl could 
kill than that a young, pretty 
girl was killed. 
There have been countless 
articles written about Amanda 
Knox and her four-year stay in 
an Italian prison. In 2008, 
Vanity Fair wrote an article 
entitled "Perugia's Prime 
Suspect," in which the writer 
asks whether or not Knox 
deserved not only her arrest 
but also her public vilification. 
"Is the American really the 
evil temptress portrayed in 
the media, capable of inciting 
two young men to an unspeak-
ably brutal crime?" the writer 
asks. It is a 5-page article , 
documenting Knox's where-
abouts in the days following 
Kercher's murder. The article 
delves into Knox's inner psy-
che, her sexual past and her 
dealings with the Italian 
police. 
Her parents are quoted 
extensively and it is their 
struggle to save their daugh-
ter, to bring their daughter 
back. Meredith Kercher is 
mentioned only in facts - as a 
dead body in a sea of a movie-
like story of foreign romances 
and illicit drug use . Her par-
ents are also barely mentioned 
and although it is true the 
Kercher's have remained rela-
tively quiet, it is their heart· 
break that is forgotten. For 
Meredith Kercher 's mother, 
she cannot save her daughter; 
she cannot bring her daughter 
back. 
In the moments following 
Knox's non-guilty appeals ver-
dict, the news media was 
flooded with articles rehash-
ing the past and interpreting 
Knox's emotions and thoughts 
as the verdict was handed 
down. 
Time Magazine, The 
Huffington Post, CNN, and 
countless others told a story of 
a crying Knox praying in a 
chapel while awaiting the 
decision and a sobbing, 
relieved Knox overcome in an 
Italian court on a hot Autumn 
day. 
No one, it seemed, men-
tioned Meredith Kercher. No 
one appeared heartbroken 
that Kercher's parents would 
never get justice and would 
never know what really hap-
pened to their daughter four 
years ago. 
Meredith was a beautiful 
British girl, who focused on 
her grades and wanted to 
enjoy a semester in Italy. She 
died slowly and painfully, 
essentially tortured for hours 
before dying. Yet, her name is 
often left out of media reports . 
To the average person, the 
name Amanda Knox is far bet· 
ter known than Meredith 
Kercher. 
Why does it seem we 
always forget the victims? 
-ADP 
rtpo itona s represent t e v iews o t e exec u t iv e oar o 'Je runty rtpo , 
com pri se d of the Editor-in-Chief a nd the Managing Editor. 
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Crickets Replace Cows as Protein Source 
BOMINA KIM '14 
OPIN10NS EDITOR 
I fondly recall watching 
shows and movies in the early 
90s predicting our food 
sources in the future to magi· 
cally appear out of aerosol 
sprays or amazingly advanced 
robots with flashing lights and 
doodads. But the fact of the 
matter is that we may be pro· 
gressing backwards, closer to 
cavemen tactics of indulging 
in nature's finest. Brace your 
selves: trending now is the 
feasting of insects. 
Entomophagy, or the con-
sumption of insects, may no 
longer be just a Southeastern 
delicacy, tourist attraction or 
courageous feat on Fear 
Factor, but an environmental· 
ly helpful and necessary prac· 
tice. In the past, its preva· 
lence may have been restrict· 
ed mainly to Africa, Asia, and 
South America, but recently, it 
is estimated that more than 
half the world's population 
consumes insects. 
Additionally, Director of 
Youth and Family Programs 
at New Canaan Nature Center 
in Connecticut Lisa 
Monachelli stated that an 
average person eats approxi· 
mately one pound of insects 
each year unintentionally. 
According to the U.S. Food 
and Drug Administration 
(FDA), chocolate can contain 
60 insect fragments per 100 
grams, tomato sauce can have 
30 fly eggs per 100 grams and 
peanut butter can include 30 
COU RTESY OF http://www.bootsnall.com 
Starving Cambodians resorted to eating spiders to survive the brutal rule of the Khmer Rouge 
insect fragments per 100 
grams. The FDA allows these 
levels of natural defects in 
food products because they are 
unavoidable and don't pose a 
health risk. The next time you 
encounter something with red 
or pink coloring, keep in mind 
that cochineal insects provide 
that hue for foods, beverages 
and lip products, listed as 
cochineal extract in the ingre· 
dients section. 
Although most Americans, 
including myself, may find the 
thought of eating bugs repul· 
sive, other countries see the 
same plate of creepy crawlies 
and think, "appetizing." 
Egocentrism aside, research 
shows how insects are enjoyed 
in other cultures. 
In the streets of Cambodia, 
food stands are popping out 
sizzling batches of deep-fried 
tarantulas for your dining 
pleasure. These arachnids are 
fried whole with the legs and 
fangs intact (plus a sprinkling 
of garlic) after being caught in 
the nearby jungles of Skuon. 
Among their other delectable 
qualities, the tarantulas cost 
only a few cents and allegedly 
taste just like chicken. If your 
idea of chicken includes hairy 
black bodies and gooey 
· insides, that is. 
Meanwhile in the bustling 
markets of Thailand, you 
won't find a shortage of silk· 
see INSECT page 5 
House of Saud's Days are Numbered 
THOMAS MULTARI '12 
CONTlUBUTING WRITER 
It's been a tough year for 
Saudi Arabia's King Abdullah. 
First, there were the diplomat· 
ic cables released by Wikileaks 
revealing the national petrole· 
um company, Aramco, may be 
inflating its proven reserves 
statistics by an astounding 40 
percent. Then there were the 
Arab Spring uprisings across 
the Middle East, forcing the 
kingdom's security apparatus 
and propaganda machine into 
overdrive in order to limit the 
spread of anti-authoritarian 
fever from regional neighbors. 
To compound matters further, 
there's the problem of stalled 
Libyan oil production, which 
the U.S. and other Western 
countries expect the Saudis to 
replace by increasing their 
own, and the politically awk· 
ward debate in the U.N. sur 
rounding Palestinian statehood 
which may force Riyadh to 
choose between the will of the 
domestic public and that of 
their most important interna· 
tional ally, Washington, D.C. 
And finally, of course, there are 
those Saudi women and their 
unreasonable demands to be 
able to drive cars and hold jobs. 
In light of these myriad 
strains on the Saudi political 
system, Sunday's proclamation 
that women will now be 
allowed to vote and run for 
some elected offices may seem 
like a positive: the latest pro· 
democracy reform to emerge 
from the Middle East. That 
assumption is not completely 
without merit, but the reality is 
that far from a stride towards a 
healthier, organically demo· 
cratic Saudi Arabia, this is a 
sign of the truly dire straits the 
regime has found itself in. In 
order to completely appreciate 
the underlying factors that 
make this development unique 
to Saudi Arabia, a broader per 
spective on Riyadh's ruling 
family, including the unique 
medley of social, economic, and 
geopolitical threats to its sur 
vival - and their implications 
for the U.S. - must be under 
stood. 
The current regime came to 
power under the stewardship of 
Abdullah's father, King Abdul· 
Aziz, who consolidated decades 
of territorial conquest into 
what is now the Saudi Arabian 
nation·state in 1932. Though 
the traditional influence of the 
House of Saud had been con· 
fined to the sparse desert sur 
rounding Riyadh, isolated in 
the middle of the expansive 
country, central rule over the 
other provinces and the variety 
of clans that inhabit them was 
accomplished through a blend 
of classic rentier state gover 
nance: an emphasis on common 
ground (particularly religion), 
and the development of robust 
military and domestic security 
capabilities. 
For decades, immense oil 
revenues enabled this system 
of control. Zero taxes, subsi· 
dized services (such as fuel and 
advanced health care), and 
huge investments in infrastruc· 
ture and modernization proj· 
ects meant the quality of life of 
the average Saudi was so high 
that impulses for democratiza· 
tion or more representative 
government were effoctively 
mitigated. 
The population of the new 
state was overwhelmingly 
Muslim (97 percent), owing to 
see NEW page 4 
Social Nazism Takes On 
Conservative Fanaticism 
TAMMAS WILNER '12 have backpedalled on issue 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER after issue, trying to control the 
fervent right wing anti·govern· 
The media has been slow to ment sentiment that has been 
pick up the story of the protests 
spreading across the country, 
stemming from the lower 
Manhattan protest Occupy Wall 
St. (too busy with Amanda 
Knox). However, today in a 
CNN story, the writer claimed 
that the protestors had no clear 
objectives or leadership, but 
instead were more of a smor 
gasbord of issues rallying under 
a common banner. 
made so mainstream by the 
minority sect of the Republican 
Party. "Keep the government 
out of my life," they say. "It is 
here to harm me, not to protect 
me. Between the government I 
elected and Walmart, I'll take 
Walmart, they're not forcing me 
to pay for poor people's health 
care." 
In some ways the Tea Party 
and the newly emerging Occupy 
The issues 
being protested 
run all across 
the socioeconom· 
ic spectrum from 
climate change, 
to immigration, 
to health care, to 
corruption both 
in the corporate 
world and in the 
In some ways 
the Tea Party 
and the newly 
Wall St. move· 
ment have small 
similarities; they 
are both voices of 
anger and frus· 
tration with the 
way our country 
is functioning. Yet 
the differences 
between the Tea 
Party and this 
new movement 
are as drastic as 
Rush Limbaugh's 
jowls are jiggly 
(brilliant!). The 
Tea Party claims 
government is at 
emerging 




ties; they are 
both voices of 
However, 
CNN has clearly 
not been check-
ing on Facebook, 
which is ironic 
considering how 
much they love 
anger and frus-
tration with the 
way our country 
is functioning. 
their social networking. On 
Thursday Sept. 29, The Occupy 
Wall St. movement released a 
statement on the website 
Dangerous Minds (linked on 
their Facebook page) stating 
their purpose for the occupa· 
tion. It begins with, "As we 
gather together in solidarity to 
express a feeling of mass injus· 
tice, we must not lose sight of 
what brought us together. We 
write so that all people who feel 
wronged by the corporate forces 
of the world can know that we 
are your allies." 
Since the arrival of the Tea 
Party on the scene two years 
ago, the rightwing base has 
become so loud that it has 
drowned out all dissension in 
our government. President 
Obama and the Democrats 
fa ult for ineffr 
ciency and overspending which 
they say are destroying our 
country. This new movement 
seems to claim that it's the cor 
porations behind the govern· 
ment, or more inherently than 
that, it is the greed that comes 
with basing all our ideals on 
pure capitalism that is at the 
core of our problems. 
The Tea Party fears con· 
tributing to the public coffers 
lest some unworthy soul get 
more than they deserve. 
Healthcare, education, protect· 
ing the poor, the sick and the 
environment - these are not 
their responsibilities. The Tea 
Party adherents look no farther 
than their own backyards, 
see SOCIAL page 5 
COURTESY OF http://www.guardian.co.uk 
Occupy Wall Street protesters in handcuffs after being arrested on the Brooklyn Bridge. 
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Do Something To Mix Up Late Nights 
JACOB N.B. PROSNIT '12 
CO TRIBU'll G WRITER 
We're about a month into 
school and I've already been 
hearing the same old senti-
ments towards the night scene 
at Trinity. "Gosh - it's like 
the same thing every night," 
insert random Trinity student, 
"I start in my 
still, after being abroad in the 
spring semester, I was amped 
to come back to Trinity and 
see all the people I had 
missed. The initial rush was 
cool and I'll admit that going 
to Black Bear and Bistro Pub 
Night were fun alternatives, 
but even that got old pretty 
fast. "Are 
dorm and then I 
go to my friend's 
dorm and then I 
Some ideas (and 
we stuck?" I'm 
beginning to 
cry. As M uga tu 
says, "I feel like 
I'm taking crazy 
pills." go or attempt to 
go to a fraternity 
on Vernon. I'm 
losing my mind! 
Where is the 
variety?" 
There's a lot 
of truth to that 
grievance. Going 
out can get 
repetitive, and 
unfortunately, a 
theme party or a 
campus concert 
doesn't necessar-
ily give us that 
new spice that 
we're looking for. 
this is for every-
one): Look 
around for 
things to do in 
Hartford and in 
West Hartford. 
You'd be sur-
prised by some 
of the concerts, 
speakers and 
free events that 
are going on in 
our city. 
we 
So what can 
do? First 
things first, we 
have to accept 
that nothing 





Buenos Aires or 
Capetown or 
Barcelona. I'm 
not able to sit 
and have a beer 
on the Berlin 
Wall, drink 
And for us seniors, 
even harder. We have 
it is 
been 
some wine over the Tiber 
River or meet that Spanish 
man named Marco at a salsa 
club . Stuff like that doesn't 
happen here. Nevertheless, 
we have to make our own fun 
and not let "the crowd" deter-
mme what we do at night. 
Let's bring our creative, 
here now since 2008; so long 
in fact, that George W. Bush 
was President when we 
arrived. We've been to one too 
many Cave dances , frat base-
ments and we've had one too 
many PBR's . Sorry Mom. Yet 
adventurous shenanigans that 
we had when we were away 
back to this school. Our cam-
pus will be better because of 
it . 
Some ideas (and this is for 
everyone): Look around for 
things to do in Hartford and in 
West Hartford. You'd be sur-
prised by some of the concerts, 
speakers and free events that 
are going on in our city. Take 
advantage of some of the offer-
ings that happen at night on 
our campus. Check out the 
comedian on a Thursday 
night, go to the random cul-
tural house for free food and a 
discussion on Friday and 
watch a movie at Cinestudio 
on Saturday night. If you don't 
like any of these options, come 
up with something that fits 
you. I promise you that if you 
do one thing different every 
weekend, then your experi-
ence at this school will be bet-
ter. 
I just looked up the lyrics 
to that terrible Asher Roth 
song, "I Love College." 
Towards the end of the song, 
the ginger starts yelling, "Do 
something crazy, Do some-
thing crazy." Don't get me 
wrong - keg stands are crazy. 
But after a while, even getting 
turned upside down gets old. 
What's crazier is trying some-
thing new and doing it your 
way. Bueno Suerte . 
s!,(:p-port OtA.Y scVioLetrsViL-p etll'vol ololl'vette to tVie 
Sell'vLor CLetss <:;L~ to receLve !1otA.r 201.2 Viett. 
Wet !15 to DOll'vette: 
• cLi.c~ "CitV6" &it tne top ri.gnt cor""er of tne Tri.111vi.te websi.te. 
• -S.lA.e Hie cL&iss of 2012 Vi&it Oii\; title TComV\lt.er-ce websi.te. 
• Te,xt title wore( TR..INIT)' &1Loll\;g wi.tltl eolA.Y fuLL V\-&1me &1V\-c( cL&iss ee&ir 
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Defiance Against Saudi 
Regime Gains Recognition 
continued from page 3 
its proximity to the two holiest 
sites of Islam (the cities of 
Mecca and Medina), and repre-
sented a homogenous popula -
tion out of which to fashion a 
Saudi nationalism. This subse-
quently provided the basis for a 
draconian legal system based 
on the tenets of Wahhabism 
(the fundamentalist sect native 
to the peninsula and practiced 
by a majority of its inhabi-
tants), and allowed the regime 
to cloak its suppression of indi-
vidual liberties in the robes 
popularly supported religious 
conservatism. 
movement, also took to the 
streets, demanding fair treat-
ment and protection of their 
civil rights ( The most famous of 
these callle ih the form of a day 
of rebeliiol!vhryhich hundreds 
of Saudi womeljl took the wheel 
in defiance _of that medieval 
restriction. Yet, through quick 
politicking (e.g. offering a 
monthly stipend to each citi-
zen) and the deployment of 
Saudi troops in Bahrain and 
potentially unstable domestic 
provinces, order was restored. 
But last week's announce-
ment, as well as the subse-
quent pardon of one of the 
rebellious women 
Finally, to 
account for any 
lingering dissi-
dents, oil profits 
were directed 
towards the cre-
ation of a power-







The onus falls to driver's sentence 
of a public whip-
ping, reveals just 
how seriously the 
royal family is 
taking these 
threats to their 
hold on power. By 
placating the 
most maligned 
portions of the 
populace, bribing 
the remainder, 
and issuing tough 
talk on the 
Palestinian 
debate, Riyadh is 
gambling it will 
be able to main-




to craft a new pol-
icy towards the 
Middle East that 
can provide stabil-
ity and the protec-









region's people to 
bear the brunt of 
decade has been this stability. 
problematic for 
this arrangement, however. 
Increased global demand for 
energy has put a strain on the 
Arabian Peninsula's most easi-
ly accessible oil fields and aging 
pipeline infrastructure. 
Domestic demand continues to 
grow, as prices are kept artifi-
cially cheap with government 
subsidies, and every barrel 
pumped on the streets of 
Jeddah or Dammam at below 
market price is one less barrel 
mitigating the escalating costs 
of the welfare state. The after-
math of Sept. 11 also called to 
light the House of Saud's cozy 
relationship with the U.S., 
which proved an evermore 
politically difficult reality to 
navigate as anti-American sen-
timent continued to sharpen in 
response to the 2003 invasion 
of Iraq and the increasingly 
deteriorating relations between 
Israel and the Palestinian ter-
ritories. Finally, with Saddam 
Hussein's hegemonic ambitions 
taken off the table, Iran 
assumed the mantle as the 
chief balancer against Saudi 
power in the region. Tehran's 
military buildup precipitated a 
mini-arms race on both sides of 
the Persian Gulf, raising the 
costs of maintaining power 
even further on Riyadh. 
The situation reached a 
boiling point during the Arab 
Spring, as restive minority pop-
ulations began demonstrating 
out of solidarity for their fellow 
Shi'ites suffering a repressive 
crackdown in Bahrain. Women 
around the kingdom, capitaliz-
ing on the popular tenets 
underlying the anti-autocratic 
and avoid the 
fate of similarly oppressive 
rulers like Mubarak, Qaddafi, 
Ben Ali and al-Assad. 
Considering Americans con -
sume 25 percent of the world's 
daily oil output, and the Saudis 
are the world's biggest produc-
ers, exporters, and holders of 
reserves, the U.S. also appears 
interested in the maintenance 
of this status quo. 
But that would be the 
wrong lesson to take from the 
incredible transformations 
undergone in the Middle East 
this year. No band-aid of sym-
bolic concessions can reconcile 
a population's demand for legit-
imate political freedom with 
those of a self-interested 
monarchy. Indeed, it will only 
delay and intensify the 
inevitable. The onus falls to the 
current American diplomatic 
leadership to craft a new policy 
towards the Middle East that 
can provide stability and the 
protection of U.S. interests, 
while avoiding the temptation 
to force the region's people to 
bear the brunt of this stability. 
If this means sacrificing our 
military and economic presence 
with stubborn autocrats, per-
haps to our temporary disad-
vantage, it will be worth it 
when popular governance of 
some variety someday comes 
(as formerly pro-Qaddafi China 
is learning the hard way in 
negotiations with Libya's tran-
sitional government). In no 
country will this task be more 
crucial than Saudi Arabia, as 
the days of the House of Saud 
in its traditional capacity are 
certainly numbered. 
Social Nazism Takes On 
Conservative Fanaticism 
continued from page 3 pening in the last few weeks 
gives me hope that we can stem 
which they've posted with this flow of conservative fanati-
"Trespassers not welcome." cism. Teddy Roosevelt, a pro-
This new group says the gressive, once said, "Speak soft-
opposite. They are liberals, ly, but carry a big stick." 
and fiery ones at that. They Republicans have spoken loudly 
claim that it is not only our for decades, realizing that if you 
right to expect government talk loud enough, you can forgo 
to provide certain critical the stick and knock out the 
services, but it is our duty to opponent by drowning them 
work together towards the out. They succeeded in making 
common good. In the words liberal a dirty word, but per 
of President They are liber- haps here we will 
John F. first see the 
Kennedy, "Ask als, and fiery phoenix rise. 
not what your ones at that. These people 
country can do They claim that fight against the 
for you; ask it is not only notion that liberal 
what you can ideas are bad, and 
do for your our right to strive to empha-
country." This expect govern- size that our gov-
can be con- ment to provide ernment, when 
strued as utili- certain critical created for the 
tarianism to a people by the peo-
certain extent. services, but it is ple, has more 
These people our duty to potential for good 
are protesting work together than for evil. And 
fascist immi- towards the as much as Mitt 
gration laws Romney tries to 
passed by uber common good. convince us that 
conservative corporations are 
Tea Party-backed govern- people, they're not. 
ments. They are protesting Corporation's interests begin 
tax policies which are caus- and end with their sharehold-
ing wealth to surge to the ers. Ron Paul, true capitalism 
pockets of the upper-class, as works just great if you're on the 
the middle class and poorer top; for everyone else, it's a mis-
classes have their pockets erable existence. Read your his-
picked. They are lamenting tory, it's all there at the turn of 
our lag in education, science the century. I don't blame you 
and the arts; crying out in for trying to convince everyone 
frustration about the denial else that it's great though, 
of climate change by politi- because you're on top. And 
cians in the pockets of corpo- you're right, conservatives, this 
rations; any number of is class warfare. The middle 
issues that you would hear class is fighting back. The new 
Glenn Beck label as socialist Tea Party has come into town; 
Nazism. they're speaking loudly, and 
As a socialist Nazi they're going to show you just 
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Insect Fare Environmentally Healthy 
continued from page 3 
worms, grasshoppers or water 
bugs to snack on. Further 
north, in China, a fried treat 
is sold on skewers that may be 
more trouble than it's worth 
- scorpions. These arachnids 
have a slimier consistency 
with a pungent aftertaste and 
have been known to cause 
allergic reactions due to vari-
ous poisonous sections in the 
body. If not for the tangy fla -
vor, then one must at least try 
it for the street cred. After all, 
what is a meal without the 
slightest hint of danger 
involved? Although the risk 
seems a bit extreme, locals 
consider it a delicacy and thor 
oughly enjoy a crispy scorpion 
skewer in the afternoon. 
In some other areas of 
China, street vendors offer the 
protein-packed goodness of 
bee larvae. The buzz on these 
babies is that they are 
crunchy, sweet and basically 
the locals' alternate for pop-
corn. (As a matter of fact, 
some movie theaters in South 
America sell roasted ants as 
an acceptable replacement for 
popcorn.) According to local 
wisdom, bee larvae have a 
range of health benefits and 
are delicious to boot. 
COU RTESY O F http://channel.nationalgeographic.com/channeV 
Above is a photo of an appetizer fea turing scorpions as a topper to a cream cheese canape. 
Apparently the Japanese 
have heard such rumors as 
they serve a similar treat 
known as wasp crackers . 
Hunters capture digger wasps 
in the woods which are then 
boiled and baked five to a 
cracker. The stings are report-
ed to not have 
King or Popeyes anytime soon, 
the insect trend may have 
some solid reasoning behind 
it. Monachelli believes that 
Americans will join the global 
consumption of insects in a 
matter of time, especially 
since they are sustainable 
enough to match the rising 
population growth. Other 
experts agree that as natural 
resources are being exhaust-
ed, insects will be cultivated 
as a substitute form of pro-
tein. 
A biologist and author of 
an insect cookbook David 




ple after being 
cooked and 
these crackers 
Prof. van Huis 
argued that 
amount of food , 
water and land 
to raise cattle 









insects have more 
protein than cat-
tle per b ite, are 
low in fat, h igh 
in vitamin B, 
For me, the 
hardest insect 
to stomach is 
Korea's infa- inexpensive to 
Gordon has 
adapted the 
mo us stewed 
silkworm pupae 
known as 
Beondegi - an 
extremely popu-
lar snack sold 
raise, consume 
less water and 
somewhat 
crude recipes of 
Southeast Asia 








kets and even 
at bars. Who wouldn't love a 
handful of seasoned cocoons 
that allegedly taste like nutty 
canned peas and mildew after-
taste with their beer? 
Apparently, the astronauts 
would, as Beondegi has been 
proposed for cultivation as 
space food on long-term mis-
sions, mainly due to the high 
levels of protein packed in 
these little bites. 
I may be speaking like an 
ugly American here, but I will 
be the first to admit that I am 
an avid carnivore and I don't 
plan on ever trading a cheese-
burger for a spider sandwich 
in my lifetime. And while I 
don't think the food chains of 
Kentucky Fried Crickets, 
Scorpion King or Eighteyes 
will be replacing KFC, Burger 
sine. Gordon 
claims that 
dried grasshoppers are every 
bit as nutritional as lean 
ground beef, and infinitely 
more environmentally friend-
ly. 
However, Gordon is not the 
only advocate of insect cuisine 
in America. A restaurant in 
California, Typhoon, is famous 
for their insect fare, including 
stir-fried crickets, shoestring 
potatoes topped with 
Changbai Mountain ants and 
fried scorpions on shrimp 
toast. That's one place that 
won't refund your meal for 
finding bugs in your food. 
Dutch scientist Arnold van 
Huis goes as far as to say that 
insect cuisine could be the 
solution to the global food cri-
sis, dwindling land and water 
supplies as well as climate-
changing carbon emissions in 
the form of Greenhouse Gas 
(GHG) . Additionally, he 
believes that nsmg food 
prices, along with the expo-
nential population growth and 
diminishing land space will 
make traditional meat sources 
unavailable to most in the 
future. Could it be that these 
pests, the bane of my dorm life 
existence, have been mis -
judged? Are they actually the 
champions (or rather martyrs) 
of this highly environmentally 
conscious world? 
Prof. van Huis argued that 
insects have more protein 
than cattle per bite, are low in 
fat, high in vitamin B, inex-
pensive to raise, consume less 
water and have lower carbon 
footprints than livestock. Van 
Huis contends that in addition 
to their nutritional, environ-
mental and financial benefits, 
insects can be presented in a 
delicious manner. Working 
with Chef Henk van Gurp at a 
local cooking school, they 
developed recipes for meal-
worm quiche and chocolate 
pralines with buffalo worms to 
entice skeptics and lead the 
international trend for ento-
mophagy. 
Taste buds and nausea 
aside, scientists in the 
Netherlands have reported 
significant statistics on the 
switch to insects from live-
stock. Over 10 gallons are nec-
essary to produce around two 
pounds of beef, mealworms 
generate up to 100 times less 
GHG than pigs and amounts 
of methane, nitrous oxide and 
ammonia released is signifi-
cantly less in insects. 
Since insects are nutrition-
ally identical as standard 
meat and more environmen-
tally friendly, perhaps it is 
time to take one for Mother 
Earth and accept the addition 
of a substitute protein source 
to the menu. In spite of every-
thing, if all it takes is a 
change in perception, perhaps 
we should consider that we 
consume oysters, snails and 
cows despite the preconcep-
tions around them. 
NEWS 
The Trinity Tripod 
Raether Library Media Center Makes Changes, Improves Service 
MA TT MAINULI '13 
NEWS EDITOR 
Over the summer, Trinity 
College made major organiza -
tional changes to the media 
center in the Raether Library. 
With these changes, the college 
hopes to centralize the 
resources available as well as 
balance the library staff more 
effectively. 
The most apparent change 
is the new help desk located 
right in front of the library 
turnstiles. This desk was cre-
ated to make a more visible 
and welcoming place for stu-
dents who are getting started 
on a project. 
The College has found that 
students benefit from individ-
ual consultations with 
research librarians and hopes 
that this new service will 
increase the quality of student 
research and writing. 
Media on course reserve 
and group viewing room keys 
will now be available through 
the main Circulation Desk on 
Level A. This change is due to 
the low use of the Media serv-
ice desk in the evening and 
the students' ability to play 
DVD on their own personal 
computer. 
The library is also moving 
toward an online streaming 
feature to help assist teachers 
who wish to assign a movie to 
a large class. To avoid the 
scramble between students for 
the assigned DVD, the library 
will post a streaming version 
of the film on Moodle for the 
students to watch on their own 
time. 
These changes guarantee 
that movies on reserve are avail-
able for more hours of the day, 
as the Media Service Desk clos-
es earlier than the Circulation 
Desk. It is now easier for profes-
sors to make reserves, as the 
library staff has been special-
ized in a sense, each handling a 
specific function. This will speed 
up the process and give the staff 
more time to pursue other proj-
ects instead of searching for 
requested films. 
Feature films as well as 
music reserves are available 
at the Media Service Desk on 
Level 1 of the library. There 
are over 8,500 CDs and 3,300 
DVDs. 
There are also books on 
reserve, but in comparison, 
teachers do not reserve nearly 
as many books as they do films 
and music. Feature films have 
become popular in recent years, 
Intercollegiate 
Update 
University of Pennsylvania Georgetown University 
A man pretending to be a graduate ln the afternoon of Friday, 
student at UPenn recently pled guilty Sept. 30, reports came in of a possi-
to theft, forgery, receiving stolen prop- ble gunman near Georgetown 
erty and securing execution of docu- University. Fortunately, nothing 
ments by deception. He used his fake came of it and the warning was 
student status to acquire free housing removed. Police did find a gun in 
from a student and to eventually get their search for the armed man, but 
close enough to the student to steal claimed that it was not related to 
over $1,000 from him. the incident. 
Princeton University Binghamton University 
A graduate student at Princeton A senior from Binghamton 
University has developed a magic fly- University fell head first into a 
ing carpet. Unfortunately, it is not yet 25 foot ravine atop Mount 
powerful enough to carry a person, Colden and died this past 
and likely won't be ready to do so for Friday, Sept. 30. This happened 
many years. It can currently travel while he was attempting to help 
without any moving parts, though two of his classmates cross the 
very slowly and depends on a large bat- ravine on a school-sanctioned 
tery. trip he was leading. 
Norwich University 
A drunk driver lost control of 
his car this past Sunday, Oct. 2 
killing a freshman and injuring 
seven other students, all of whom 
were First-years at Norwich 
University in Vermont. The inci-
l:!ent stemmed from a party off-
ampus at which alcohol was 
being served illegally to minors . 
........ 
Brown University 
Over the past few weeks, Brown 
University has been frequently visited 
by a naked masturbator. Residents liv-
ing in an off-campus apartment first 
noticed the exposed man outside of 
their window over the July 4 weekend. 
Students have been seeing the suspect 
since the summer, and before they get 
a chance to report him, he is gone. 
Group viewing rooms like this one are available across from the Media Service Desk on Level one of the Raether Library. 
and the library is working to 
increase their selection so that 
students can watch their 
favorite new movies as well. 
around faculty request for use 
in the classroom or as a supple-
ment to homework. 
seven people at the Circulation 
Desk during regular library 
hours. 
Approximately 300 DVDs 
are added to the collection each 
year. These additions are built 
The Circulation Desk is now 
used for media on reserve, book 
checkout, and research assis-
tance. There are approximately 
Faculty looking to put 
media on course reserve should 
contact Media Collection 
Manager Amy Rua. 
News In Brief--
Occupy Wall St. Continues 
The protests against corporate abus-
es and the corruption of Wall Street 
have spread to other cities with the help 
of social media. Occupy Wall Street pro-
testors have joined together in cities 
including Los Angeles, Boston and 
Chicago. The protests in New York have 
been going on since Sept. 1 7 and have 
resulted in hundreds of arrests, most 
stemming from an incident where traf-
fic was blocked on the Brooklyn Bridge. 
Connecticut Man Goes on Trial 
The trial of Connecticut's Richard 
Shenkman started on Monday, Oct. 3. 
He was accused of kidnapping his ex-
wife, taking her to their old home and 
then burning it down. His ex-wife, 
Nancy Tyler was able to escape. The 
kidnapping came on the day when the 
two of them were supposed to meet in 
court to reconcile some issues regard-
ing the divorce. Shenkman will be 
pleading insanity. 
Fighting Continues in Syria 
In the past three days, Syrian 
troops have detained over 3,000 peo-
ple in the town of Rastan where 
rebels have been putting up strong 
resistance for almost the entirety of 
the 6-month uprising. The escalating 
tension coupled with the arrests has 
many people anticipating a general 
increase in violence across the coun-
try. 
Greece To Cut Public Sector Jobs 
In response to foreign pressure, specif 
ically from Germany, Greece is moving to 
cut 30,000 public sector jobs in order to 
reach a budget that will get the country 
on the right track. Currently, Greece is 
teetering on the brink of default and in 
need of assistance from the other nations 
in the European Union. Cutting these 
jobs, 3 percent of the public work force, is 
just one of the things Greece must do in 
order to receive emergency loans. 
Mosque Burnt by Arsonists 
On Monday, arsonists burnt down a 
mosque in an Arab village in the northern 
part of Israel Israeli and Palestinian offi-
cials came together to condemn the 
attacks. The vandalism was likely motivat-
ed by an earlier event where a Palestinian 
threw a rock at an Israeli man driving a 
car, causing him to lose controL killing both 
the driver and his infant son, whose names 
were spray-painted on the interior walls of 
the mosque. 
Nobel Prize Winner Dies 
Rockefeller University biologist 
Ralph Steinman died just days before 
being named winner of the 2011 Nobel 
Prize m Physiology or Medicine. 
Steinman died of pancreatic cancer at 
the age of 68, extending his life using a 
therapy that he designed. Had the 
Nobel committee been aware of his 
death their rules would have prevented 
him from winning. 
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Campus Safety Releases Annual Security and Fire Safety Report 
continued from page 1 
Education Act" made it neces-
sary for Campus Safety to 
report on hate crimes and to 
explain all procedures for 
emergency response and evac-
uation. 
The Campus Safety report 
gives the annual crime statis-
tics broken down into year 
(from 2008 through 2010), 
location (on-campus, on-cam-
pus residence halls, non-cam-
pus locations and public prop-
erty) and type of crime commit-
ted. 
Because of the necessary 
inclusion of hate crimes, there 
is a section for these offenses 
and what the victims were 
being discriminated against . 
The different types of discrimi-
natory hate crimes include 
crimes against: race, religion, 
sexual orientation, gender, dis-
ability and ethnicity/national 
origin. 
The report discloses the 
arrests and · disciplinary 
actions against students found 
with alcohol, drugs and 
weapons. From 2008 through 
2010, there were 1083 cases of 
disciplinary actions made 
against students found in pos-
session of alcohol on campus. 
There was only one police 
arrest for the same alcohol 
related offenses over the three 
years. 
There were 318 cases of 
disciplinary actions given to 
students found with drugs on 
campus, and 19 arrests made 
for the same offense from 2008 
through 2010. 
For weapon possession, 
there were no on-campus cases 
of students of students being 
disciplined by the school from 
2008 through 2010, but there 
was a total of six arrests on 
campus over the three years. 
The Office of International 
Programs reports to Campus 
Safety on the reports of inci-
dents on the different study 
abroad programs. In Rome, 
there was one assault . In 
Capetown, there were two bur-
glaries (one off-campus and the 
other on-campus). In Buenos 
Aires, one larceny occurred on 
a subway and one robbery 
occurred off campus . In 
Barcelona, there were three 
occurrences of pickpockets. 
The policy on timely warn-
ings is described in the report. 
Besides providing students 
with crime prevention and 
awareness information, 
Campus Safety releases timely 
warnings . The Director of 
Campus Safety Charles 
Morris, Associate Director of 
Campus Safety Christopher 
Lyons or the Dean of Students 
Fred Alford decides if there is 
an "ongoing or continuing 
threat to property, as well as 
persons." The Campus Safety 
Department will post a "Timely 
Warning" on the Trinity Today 
as well as the Tripod. 
COURTESY OF PAULA SHEA '14 
Along Summit Street, there have nine incidents of motor vehicle vand alisms including several break-ins and burglaries. 
So far this year, there have 
been two timely warnings 
issued by the Campus Safety 
Department. The first was 
issued on Wednesday, Sept. 21 
as a timely warning for threat 
of burglary. The warning was 
issued after a string of three 
burglaries in both off-campus 
and on campus residences. The 
second timely warning was 
issued on Friday, Sept. 30 after 
Campus Safety received nine 
reports of car break ins or van· 
dalism. 
While Campus Safety takes 
steps to help prevent more inci· 
dents, it is also up to students 
to help avert the break ins and 
burglaries . In the timely warn· 
ings, Campus Safety gives tips 
on how to prevent incidents, 
such as: making sure dorm 
room windows and doors are 
secured, and not leaving any 
electronics or valuables in 
plain sight in your car. 
Under the "Higher 
Education Act," secondary 
schools must provide a "fire 
safety report, maintain a fire 
log, and report fire statistics to 
the Department of Education 
annually." 
The fire log reports on all of 
the fires that occur in on·cam· 
pus student housing, including 
the ca use of the fire and the 
cost of the property damage. 
There were two fires over the 
past three years, one in the 
basement of 81 Vernon Street 
when fireworks were set off in 
the basement. The damage 
was valued at under $1,000. 
The other incident occurred in 
Jones Dormitory when a chair 
cushion was set on fire on the 
forth floor. This incident 
caused between $25,000 and 
$49,999 in property damage . 
The report continues to say 
how different crimes are 
defined, Trinity's emergency 
procedures, and the school's 
alcohol policy. 




Kappa Sigma House Opens on Crescent Street This Semester 
continued from page 1 
adding, "It opens up an oppor-
tunity to get more acquainted 
with people. You're not going to 
some of these basements and 
starting a conversation with 





quickly expanded to include 
groups of students across all 
areas of campus. "We sent an 
email first to the guys on the 
crew team because that's our 
primary base of friends ," says 
Waterhouse-Terrell, "and then 
they contacted their friends 
and it just kind of grew from 
there ." Added Smith, "It really 
started taking 
was really the 
pledging 
because we 
had guys in 
the other fra -
ternities all 
"We're not in this 
just to throw poeple 
out or turn people 
off once we got 
colony status. 
We needed 25 for 
that. We had 25 
exactly at the ,, away. 
meeting with 
who were row· 




Kappa Sigma Brother 
Greg Smith '13 




because of the time commit-
ment. We're trying to create a 
fraternity that isn't your entire 
life. You can be in a fraternity, 
you can be on a sports team, 
you can get a 3.3-you can do 
all that and still have friends 
who aren't members of the fra· 
ternity." 
Added Smith, "Not to disre· 
spect the other fraternities, 
but we want to be the model 
fraternity. We'd like to have 
kids put priority in academics 
and athletics rather than fra · 
ternity. We don't want to open 
every single night, maybe once 
a week or once every two 
weeks." 
While the group initially 
began with several members 
from the men's crew team, it 
In order to be 
approved for chapter status, 
the new organization must 
either reach 50 members or be 
the largest Greek organization 
on campus. The group plans on 
receiving an official charter 
from its national organization 
before formally initiating the 
process for school 
affiliation."We would have a lot 
better chance for affiliation if 
we're already a chapter," says 
Smith. 
The group recently accept· 
ed its first pledge class but is 
still open for rush. "It's a rolling 
rush," says Smith. "We had our 
official week like the other fra -
ternities, but we've had a lot of 
kids who have said they hadn't 
heard about it, or that their 
grades weren't high enough 
COURTESY OF JAM ES THALER ' 13 
The founders of the new Kappa Sigma Fraternity which is located at 20 C rescent Street on the South Side of Campus. 
yet, or that their parents were 
still up in the air." 
Still, noted Smith, students 
don't need to be a member to 
hang out at Kappa Sigma. "We 
have friends who aren't into 
being in a fraternity, but come 
here as much as anyone else 
does. The only thing they don't 
do is come to our meetings and 
we're totally welcome to that. We 
want to show people that we're 
not in this just to throw people 
out or turn people away. That's 
not what we're about. We respect 
the other fraternities, we enjoy 
going there, but we wanted to 
change things up a little bit." 
[EDITOR'S NOTE: James 
Thaler is a member of Kappa 
Sigma.I 
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Hypercrush and Laser Show Make 2011 Tropical Unforgettable 
KARISA CERNERA '14 
FE.\TUIU;'.S EDITOR 
Although weather forecasters pre· 
dieted rain this past Saturday, Oct. 1 
Trinity College brought the heat at Psi 
Upsilon's (Psi U) annual Tropical 
Party. The fraternity's parking lot was 
filled with 24 tons of sand, recreating a 
tropical oasis for students and guests. 
Students filed in decked out in their 
best summer outfits to enjoy the party. 
This year marked the 28th Tropical, 
bringing together the entire Trinity 
community for a night of fun, sand and 
great music. 
The annual party, which began in 
1978, received rave reviews from all 
that attended. "I thought that this 
years tropical was much better. I 
enjoyed the music and the events staff 
was much more friendly this year," said 
Serena Elavia '14. The Trinity staple 
gained an infamous reputation in the 
90's when Playboy rated it as one of the 
top college parties in the country. 
Although changes have been made to 
the legendary party in the last decade, 
students continue to rave and flock 
from nearby schools to attend. "I 
always look forward to Tropical. This 
year the laser lightshow was awesome 
and I really enjoyed the opening act. 
Tropical never seems to disappoint," 
said Melissa Anderson '14 . 
The party began with performances 
by Doug Ratner & The Watchmen 
while HYPERCRUSH with DJ 
Trademark headlined the event. To top 
it all off, the party contained a mes-
merizing laser show to pull the event 
together. "I've seen a lot of Tropicals 
and this had to be one of the best. The 
show ran really smoothly, the acts were 
amazing (DJ Trademark KILLED the 
opening set!) and the laser show was 
unreal. I think the laser show may 
have been everyone's favorite part, 
though. I'm still hearing people talk 
about it," said Mike DiPietro '12. 
Although Psi U magically trans· 
formed their backyard into a tropical 
oasis in a ·single day, planning Tropical 
did not occur overnight. Over the sum· 
mer, brothe.rs began to research and 
"Tropical was great. Everyone 
involved worked very hard to create an 
awesome time for everyone to enjoy," 
said Alex Raffol '13. 
This year, Psi U decided to change 
up their musical acts a bit including 
Doug Ratner and the Watchmen, a rock 
band, which is a new genre to the 
Tropical stage. The headlining band 
Hypercrush brought a unique electro 
pop sound to the stage and was a great 
way to carry out the rest of the night. 
Hypercrush, including members Donny 
Fontaine, Holly Valentine, and Preston 
Moronie, have a very Electropop and 
synthetic sound. They are influenced 
greatly by the synthetic sound as well 
as gaming culture of the 1980's and 
make several references to arcade 
games such as Nintendo and Sega 
Genesis in their music. Discovered on 
Myspace, this band has sky rocketed to 
international fame. Before gracing the 
stage at Tropical, they were the open· 
ing act for both Lady Gaga and Kevin 
Rudolf in 2009 and co headlined the 
Lazertag tour with Far East Movement 
in 2010. 
All of the hard work definitely paid 
off and all of the Psi U brothers could 
not be happier. "This year's Tropical 
left me wanting more. From the acts to 
the lasers it was an incredibly done 
show that has raised the bar yet again 
for parties at Trinity," said Danny Pelo 
'13. 
Oudget various musical acts and all of---·- - CO URTESY OF saywharnews.com 
Tropica l was popul ar with Trinity Students. the hard work definitely paid off. Doug Ratner &The Watchm en were a success. Hypercrush rocked Psi Upsilon'~ T ropical Party. 
Through the Grapevine: Dishing Dirt on Hollywood's Hottest 
SERENA ELAVIA '14 
STAFF WRITER 
Every couple should understand 
that when they break up the first time, 
it should be the only time that they 
ever break up. For most couples, a 
break up signals a major problem in 
the relationship, and proves why the 
two cannot be together. They break up 
once, and it is over; however, this is not 
the case for celebrities. Celebrities 
have some weird process where they 
break up, get back together, possibly 
get married, and then break up again. 
Getting back together with an ex rarely 
works ; it did not work for Eva 
Longoria, it probably won't work for 
Sammi Sweetheart and it certainly has 
not worked for Kat Von D. Yes, Kat Von 
D and Jesse James have broken up 
again. This is not surprising: everyone 
knew that this would be the end for the 
tattooed kitty cat and the motorcycle 
oaf man. 
When Jesse James' marriage to 
actress Sandra Bullock collapsed in 
June of 2010, he immediately started 
dating Kat Von D in August. Already, 
this relationship was off to a bad start. 
The fact that Jesse started dating 
someone immediately after his divorce 
shows that he could not keep his testos-
terone under control, and Kat is a 
temptress. The relationship was then 
plagued by multiple break ups and two 
engagements, all of which resulted in a 
final break up this past week. Didn't 
these two learn their lesson after the 
first engagement fell apart? It could be 
that all of the break ups were publicity 
stunts, but James got enough publicity 
from his split with Sandra Bullock, and 
Von D's show L.A. Ink was recently 
cancelled. Needless to say, these two 
are simply messed up. When the two 
were first engaged, James tweeted 
about how much he loved Kat and that 
she was the only one who embraced 
him when everyone turned against 
him. Dear Mr. James, America does not 
embrace men who cheat on their wives. 
Von D is clearly a halfwit moron for 
ever having started a relationship with 
Jesse James when all of America hated 
him at one point. Each time the pair 
broke up it was for a different reason: 
Kat was too stubborn, Jesse can't keep 
it in his pants, Jesse's first ex-wife is 
out of jail, etc. The interesting fact is 
that most of Jesse's problems and scan· 
dals happened before and during his 
marriage to Sandra Bullock. Aware of 
Jesse's legal troubles, infidelities and 
other problems, Kat Von D still willing-
ly chose to enter a relationship with 
him. She could have avoided all of this 
relationship mumbo jumbo, and now 
the only thing she has is a bare ring fin-
ger. 
Another couple that will soon break 
up is the tween couple of the decade, 
Selena Gomez and Justin Bieber. All 
seems well at the moment with the cou· 
ple, as they have multiple photos of 
them happily smooching on the beach 
and Bieber recently rented out the 
entire Staples center in Los Angeles for 
the two to have a private viewing of the 
Titanic. First, let me establish why 
these two are dating. Selena has a 
record of dating famous young 
actors/singers, like Taylor Lautner and 
Nick Jonas. It was only a matter of 
time until she started to go after the 
big fish. Because she still has to pre· 
serve her innocent teenage image and 
can't start dating a successful thirty 
year old, she went after Bieber. On the 
other hand, Bieber is only dating 
Selena because she's the only good 
looking young girl in Hollywood who 
hasn't had a nude photo scandal yet 
and can tolerate running her hands 
through his awful haircut. 
But like every celebrity couple, 
these two will most likely have a nasty 
break up. Biebs has publicly stated 
that he wants to be married by 25, 
which is somewhat of a lofty goal in a 
celebrity's world. Now there are a few 
paths that Selena and Bieber can take. 
First, Bieber will propose to Selena in 
roughly a year, and of course she'll say 
yes in a heartbeat. Seven months later 
the two will be married, and in about a 
year after the wedding, the two will 
realize that they married too young and 
will have a bitter and painful divorce. 
The second path available to the two 
will be identical to the first path, but a 
baby will be tossed into the mix. Of 
course Bieber wants to produce more 
pop singers with Lego model haircuts, 
and will make sure that Selena takes 
care of that for him. Unfortunately, the 
two will divorce shortly after the mini 
Bieber is born, and hire the best 
lawyers possible for their nasty custody 
battle. The last path that these two 
clowns can tread down is the shotgun 
wedding. In about a year from now, the 
two will have a frisky night, and wake 
up the next morning with an accident 
on their hands. They'll get married in 
about seven months, and surprise, a 
COURTESY O F blog.za p2it.com 
Jesse James and Kat Von D prior to their breakup. 
baby Bieber will pop out two months 
after that. Sadly but surely, the new 
parents will divorce afterwards. Or 
these two could defy all of the critics, 
and stay happily married until death 
do them part; but we all know that the 
chance of that happening is about 
0.001%. We'll just have to watch with 
eager eyes how this couple fares in 
their relationship. 
In regards to other splits, rumors 
circulated this week that Demi Moore 
and Ashton Kutcher are having diffr 
culties in their marriage. As well, X-
Men star, James Marsden, and his wife 
have filed for divorce. Let's see how 
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Food Dudes: Hartford's Hidden Hotspot for Comfort Food 
MIKE DiPIETRO '12 & 
DANNY PEL0'12 
FEATURES WlUTERS 
What if we were to tell you that 
somewhere on Sisson Ave. there is 
place that offers outstanding food, 
service, and drink selections all at a 
price that even a starving college stu· 
dent could afford? If that sounds like 
something you might be interested in 
then keep reading because the Food 
Dudes have found you one of Hartford's 
hidden gems. 
Right across the street from the 
Sisson Ave Pizza house sits a modest 
looking bar and grill by the name of 
The Half Door. Owned by the same 
restaurant group as the wildly popular 
Plan B this restaurant is no stranger to 
producing high quality food at an 
affordable price. From the minute we 
entered, we could tell that this was 
going to be yet another enjoyable din· 
ing experience. 
We sat down in one of the many 
rustic looking booths and were each 
given a menu to review by our very 
friendly server. As our eyes peered over 
the tempting choices on the menu we 
couldn't help but feel as though it 
would be impossible to make a bad 
selection. From the bangers and mash 
to the Irish Nachos everything seemed 
so inviting that it took us almost ten 
minutes to decide on our choices. 
When we were finally ready to 
order Danny went with the cobble· 
stones while Mike ordered the Ruben 
egg rolls. The cobblestones were bite· 
sized steak & cheese sandwiches with 
shaved steak, melted cheese, sauteed 
perfectly toasted which gave the sand· 
wich just the right amount of crispness 
to complement the tenderness of the 
steak. They also were served atop of a 
bed of drizzled barbeque dipping 
sauces. This dish was done so perfectly 
that it may just be one of the best appe· 
tizers that the Food dudes have had in 
a very long time. 
Mike's Rueben egg rolls did not dis· 
appoint but were not as spectacular as 
the cobblestones. The egg rolls were 
filled with shredded corned beef, sauer-
kraut, and Swiss cheese and served 
with a spicy Dijon mustard and a thou· 
sand island sauce for dipping. These 
were not your run-of·the·mill egg rolls 
as they provided our tastes buds with a 
very unique and flavorful taste. In 
between the appetizers and the main 
course we enjoyed the laid back ambi· 
ence of the restaurant and couldn't 
help but wonder why more Trinity stu· 
dents don't dine here. 
Before we even had a chance to get 
over our amazing appetizers we were 
presented with our entrees. Mike 
decided to a go with a personal favorite 
of his, Shepard's Pie. Needless to say 
Mike's expectations were high as he 
considers himself to be a near expert 
on this particular dish. For those unfa -
miliar with Shepard's Pie it is a casse· 
role of seasoned all natural beef cooked 
with carrots, onions, and corn topped 
with mashed potatoes and baked until 
golden brown. 
Once it cooled off a bit Mike was 
pleasantly surprised by the quality of 
the pie. It met his expectations in 
almost every category. A definite must 
order for anyone looking for a positive 
Shepard's Pie experience . After seeing 
several mouthwatering sandwiches at 
neighboring tables Danny couldn't help 
himself and just had to order a hot pas· 
trami sandwich. 
The dish was served with German 
potato salad and featured sliced pas· 
trami served hot with melted Swiss 
cheese and spicy brown mustard on 
griddled rye bread. The flavors were 
packed tight in between the two pieces 
of Rye bread as every bite captured the 
true essence of what a genuine pastra· 
mi sandwich is supposed to taste like. 
Despite a good looking desert menu we 
opted to pass on a third course as our 
stomachs were practically engorged 
from the two courses. 
Complete with an extensive beer 
list this establishment has the poten· 
tial to become a regular spot for many 
in the Trinity community. The restau· 
rant has a very relaxed ambience, and 
is the perfect place to unwind after a 
long week of hitting the books or even 
a long weekend of crushing the dance 
floor. 
Until next time, Stay hungry my 
friends 
mushrooms and onions on toasted mini COURTESY OF rescaurancsct.com 
rolls with a dab of mayo. The rolls were Two Trinity seniors enjoyed a delicious and relaxed meal at The Half Door in Hartford this weekend. 
The next time you are looking for a 
great restaurant visit The Half Door. 
The Half Door is located on 270 Sisson 
Avenue in Hartford Connecticut. To 
make reservations call 860-232·7827 or 
visit their web ite 
www.thehalfdoor.@hotmail.com 
Little Boy Lost: 
Vernon Place and a Freshman 
W hile AT was socializing pre-
T rop ical in various Vernon Place 
rooms, an unidentified First-year 
wandered into the room asking 
where he was. "Is this like 
Hanson?" he asked adorably as 
he took off his shirt to 
" 
A Bro' s How is Vital, Rain or 
Shine 
AT was relaxing before deck-
ing herself out in floral prints 
when she heard two unidentified 
males discussing the raining 
weather. "I hate this weather, 
man, my flow just doesn't look 
appear more ;\.. 
Tropical." "No, 0 
Honey, it isn't," 
right," one said. "I know, bro, 
'l ' 'l_ it sucks, it's all flat and 
,,,,.......,., ')'- stuff," his friend 
~ responded. Rest 
'"'"easy ladies, boys 
out there also worry 
about rain's ill effects on vol-
ume and style. 
AT responded. 
It's October now, 
First-years, time to memorize 
that campus map. 
To the Entire Campus, 
H ere's to You 
AT would like to thank the 
entire Trinity campus for supply-
ing her with endless supplies of 
AT's for years and years to come. 
Truthfully, you were all in won-
derful form this weekend. To 
acknowledge a few: the boy who 
brought an inflatable, well, let's 
just say an inflatable male body 
part to Tropical, the boy who 
screamed "I'll pee where I want" 
when he was apprehended by 
Campus Safety for publically uri-
nating against a Psi U tree, and 
the First-year boy who wore a polo 
and slacks to a Tropical party. 
Cheers, my friends. 
Saw something 
SCANDALOUS?!? 
TELL US ABOUT IT. AT 
can't be everywhere at once, and 
we need your judging gaze to help 




You know you love us. xoxo ... 
Top Ten Things to Do 
Over Trinitv DIVS 
1. Sleep 
2. 8uy Outfit for 80' s 
S. Catch Up on Homework 
4. Not Catch up on Homework 
5. Watch SVU Marathon 
6.Eat your body weight In Junk Food 
l Oetox 
8. Lose your 8eer 8elly 
9.8rag About How Cool You are to High School Friends 
1 0. talk about How Much You Miss da frln 
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Bollywood vs. Jihad: Affect of Pop Culture on Indian Society 
continued from page 1 
was an American holding a rifle con-
quering the adversary, American cul-
ture is what truly drove this country to 
be the powerhouse it is today. 
During the era of the Cold War 
that followed the Cuban Missile Crisis 
from 1962-1979, young Soviets were 
ignited by the passion, inspiration and 
leadership that emanated from 
American society during the Civil 
Rights Movement and the rise of Rock 
and Roll and pop culture . Dalmia 
emphasized in her speech her belief 
that the Beatles truly "paved the way" 
for the U.S. victory; Soviets watched 
the enthusiasm accumulate in America 
COURTESY O F all-about-india.com 
Bollywood movies have influenced Indian culture. 
over these pop stars, which proved to 
people around the world that "Hey, if 
these people like this music, they can't 
be so bad!" she laughed. 
Following the Beatles came the 
Velvet Underground, led by Lou Reed, 
which had an even bigger impact as the 
band used their "soft power" to help 
encourage the image of Americans, not 
as ostentatious foreigners livin' the 
dream, but as real people with real 
problems. This, Dalmia inferred, made 
Americans appear more understand-
able and approachable and in turn less 
threatening, which helped different cul-
tures understand Americans and gain a 
certain "acceptance" of them. 
So, what in the world today 
would "ignite Islamic youth?" asked 
Dalmai, "Bollywood," she said enthusi-
astically. Dalmia made it clear 
throughout her speech that she recog-
nizes the turmoil between the United 
States and the Middle East, but instead 
of highlighting the problems and blam-
ing past and present politicians, she 
aimed to find a solution. 
It became apparent to Dalmia 
that the true issue that lies between 
the two regions is a clashing of cul-
tures; we need to find a way for each 
civilization to be accepted in the other's 
society. And from that, Bollywood was 
born. 
Bollywood is a "corny, crazy, 
flamboyant industry" that produces 
more films than Hollywood per year 
WASHINGTON ROOM, 
MATHER HALL 
For more information please contact: 
The Office of International Programs 
66 Vernon Street 
Te/:860-297-2005 
Ema11: 01 P@trincoll .edu 
Web: http://www.trincoll.edu/ Academics/ 
StudyAway/lnfoSessionsEvents.htm 
and has over 400 million more viewers, 
bringing their total audience close to 
three billion. 
Bollywood films are often 
described as corny because they all fall 
within the same genre as "The 
Notebook;" each depicts love's triumph 
over society's reforms, class differences 
and religious values. These fictitious 
love stories however are hard power 
against Islamic extremists who dislike 
the films for filling the youth's mind 
with "preposterous" ideas of true love 
and defying values that are set in stone 
and have been for centuries. 
Within the majority of 
Bollywood films there is the one or two 
sexy dance numbers that display 
women in sexy, revealing clothing and 
men in tight pants performing sensual 
moves together, which is really a slap in 
the extremists face. Dalmia showed the 
audience two music videos that are the 
product of the Bollywood era. One film 
is by an artist named Munni who was 
dancing in an American, club-like 
atmosphere while shimmying around a 
cop in her princess Leia look-a-like biki· 
ni. The other video is of a woman 
named Shelia whose film opens with 
the words, "the most awaited sizzling, 
sexiest, seductive item song of the year" 
and a chorus comprised of the lyrics, 
"My name is Shelia, Shelia Ki Jawaani, 
I'm too sexy for you!" Throughout the 
music video she dances on a stage 
switching between an outfit that is 
equivalent to a bed sheet and another 
that perfectly embodies the walk of 
shame. 
After showing us the videos, 
Dalmia went on to tell how towns liter-
ally went to war against each other not 
over the ideals expressed in each film 
but rather over which woman was sexi· 
er. 
Dalmia, as a woman who was 
raised in India and grew up with 
Bollywood, supports its efforts to push 
the "boundaries of Middle Eastern 
prudishness ." When Bollywood first 
came to life it was extremely popular, 
but was banned by Muslim extremists, 
which resulted only in an increase in its 
popularity as it gained somewhat of an 
underground cult following. However, 
the young peoples' attraction to 
Bollywood because of the freedom and 
sexuality it advertised, which resemble 
characteristics of a modernized culture, 
lifted the ban in 2008 along with the 
ban on the Sari, an article of women's 
clothing that was banned in some coun· 
tries for being "sexy". 
Dalmia ended her speech by 
expressing her belief that just as young 
people in this country have driven our 
culture in the direction of things like 
Facebook and Justin Bieber, the youth 
in the Middle East have driven their 
countries towards Bollywood and 
towards a new, more modernized cul-
ture that can overlap and relate to 
American society. 
Study Away Fair 
2011 
II 
Learn about semester, full year, and 
summer study away 
programs in more than 40 countries 
around the world! 
Meet with returned study away students, 
program 
representatives; Trinity faculty 
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Winner of "Last Comic Standing" Comes to Trinity Campus 
continued from page 1 
as raising his two young chil-
dren back in Colorado. 
Now as I mentioned, the sea 
of heads were hysterically 
laughing from the moment I 
walked in, so I immediately set-
tled into the positive mood of 
the audience. Blue was dis-
cussing a recent road trip with 
his wife of three years, in which 
she asked him to do manual 
hand signals. He began to poke 
fun at his disability for the first 
time since I came in, warming 
us up for the first of many palsy 
wisecracks. Regarding the 
manual hand signals, Blue 
quipped to his wife in the anec· 
dote, "Ok, yeah, they know 
now," sarcastically referring to 
his indistinguishable hand sig-
nals. 
He then continued with talk 
about his wife, sharing with the 
audience that he doesn't actual· 
ly know his Japanese fatherin-
law's name. Blue continued, 
saying that he was so desperate 
to find out his father-in-law's 
name that he stole his mail. 
That unfortunately didn't help. 
According to him, he deter-
mined his father-in-law's name 
to be "line stick box." Blue con-
tinued to talk about his 
Japanese in-laws, saying that 
when he visited them in Japan, 
some dining situations only 
offered chopsticks; he chuckled 
and pointed out to us, "I need 
silverware." He then divulged 
that while in Japan, he had to 
eat soup with his fingers. 
Miming this unconventional 
occurrence, he indicated to his 
father-in-law, "thanks for tak-
ing me out to dinner, line stick 
box." 
In addition to his difficulty 
eating with cerebral palsy in 
Japan, there were paper walls 
in his in-laws house, and as he 
can be "loud," "clumsy" and 
"wet," he once tripped in the 
hallway and fell into another 
room. "Honey," referring to his 
wife, "I think line stick box is 
pissed." 
event in the world. Blue com· 
mented, "Yeah, it must be hard 
running with two legs." He uti-
lized humor very effectively 
throughout his set, expertly 
drawing empathy rather than 
sympathy from the audience. 
Shortly before the set 
ended, Blue declared, "Palsy 
Power" in jest. Immediately 
after, the entire Washington 
Room erupted in cheers and 
applause. It was then that I 
realized how powerful his mes· 
sage was. Blue told us "the best 




about Best known for 
ter," which can 









winning the 2006 season of "different per-
NBC's Last Comic Standing, 
Josh Blue is a well-renowned 
spective on the 
disabled com· 
munity." Blue 
found a way to 
reach out to all 
of the Trinity 
comedian living with cerebral 
palsy. 
students m 
es his son and 
daughter out· 
side in a 
- Rachael Burke '14 
attendance to 
understand 
stroller, (referring to his recur 
ring joke that most people 
think he is a homeless person) 
people look inside the stroller 
and "expect to see a bucket of 
doorknobs," but instead they 
see two Asian babies. 
To wrap up his set, Blue con-
cluded with speaking about his 
experience as a member of the 
United States' mens 
Paralympic soccer team. Next 
to the Olympics, Blue 
explained, the Paralympics are 
the second largest sporting 
and have the 
ability to celebrate disabilities. 
Blue is truly an incredible indi-
vidual, and while utilizing 
humor to promote a different 
perspective, he has trans· 
formed his "disability" into an 
ability. 
Donald Haffenden '14, 
called Josh's set "Provocative, 
thoroughly clever, thoughtful, 
and damn funny." Assistant 
Director of Campus Activities 
Romulus Perez dubbed it "a 
laugh-a-minute." 
An actual Best Buddy was 
in attendance at the event, 
Albert (the Best Buddy of 
Shaina Lo '15) who many 
Tripod readers may have seen 
featured on Best Buddy posters 
around Trinity. I was lucky 
enough to catch up with Albert 
after the show to talk about his 
thoughts on the event. He 
excitedly remarked, "This was 
the funniest night of the year 
for me! Because more people 
with intellectual and physical 
disabilities should be able to 
laugh at themselves to feel bet-
ter." Albert then gestured 
toward Blue, who was showing 
off his soccer moves to a large 
circle of Trinity students, and 
concluded his praise for the 
comedian, saying, "This guy is a 
superstar." It was very moving 
to hear how positive an impact 
Blue's appearance at Trinity 
made on Trinity students, as 
well as those involved in the 
Best Buddies program. Blue 
undoubtedly has a strong fan 
base at Trinity. 
During his set, Blue 
thanked Trinity for having an 
event like this, praising the 
Best Buddies program. I asked 
Albert about his thoughts on 
the Best Buddies program in 
general. Albert explained, "The 
Best Buddies program has 
made me a better person, a 
happy person. When I feel 
down, I think about the Best 
Buddies program, and it takes 
my frown away." Trinity should 
be proud for the Best Buddies 
program, and should feel hon-
ored to have the compassionate 
Blue perform, although every· 
one who was there already 
knows how lucky they were to 
see him. 
For more information, or to 
see what Blue is up to in the 
future , check out Blue's fan 
page on Facebook, or follow him 
on 'I\vitter @joshbluecomedy. 
COURTESY OF pbpulse.com 
Comedian Josh Blue really knew how to connect with his audience personally. 
Grace Potter & The Nocturnals: The Allure of Rock n' Roll 
KATHLEEN LYONS '10 
CONTRIBUTING WRlTER 
On Saturday, Sept. 30 
Grace Potter and the 
Nocturnals again brought the 
house down at the Jorgensen 
Theatre of the Performing 
Arts Center on the Storrs 
Campus of the University of 
Connecticut. I was fortunate 
to see Grace and her band in 
late August at the Waterfront 
Festival in Newport, Rhode 
Island. 
At the Waterfront event, 
she graciously thanked 
Newport for allowing her to be 
on their stage . It was a spec-
tacular night, sun setting with 
the backdrop of the boats on 
the harbor in Newport along 
with a distant view of the 
Senator Claiborne Pell Bridge 
built in 1969, a few years after 
my family had settled in the 
first resort town during their 
Gilded Age. 
Grace knew how special it 
was to perform in such a beau· 
tiful place on such a typically 
picture-perfect evening for 
Waterfront Events. Doug 
Hughes, the show's backbone 
has a winning combination 
and no show there has ever 
disappointed and this evening 
was no exception. 
Every summer night when 
there is a concert at this venue 
it transforms a summer 
evening into a very special 
evening. Again Hughes and 
Potter made that evening for a 
sold·out end of the summer 
concert a memorable one . 
This last Saturday evening as 
chilly fall settled in at her last 
concert of her tour, she 
expressed that same gratitude 
for being invited to the cam-
pus which is the home of the 
infamous University of 
Connecticut Huskies whose 
men and women's basketball 
teams are almost every year if 
not champions then almost 
consistently a very close sec· 
ond. Ms. Potter has been busy 
since the band formed in 2002. 
Grace Potter and the 
Nocturnals hail from 
Waitsfield, Vermont. Grace is 
the Nocturnals' lead vocalist 
and multi-instrumentalist 
who had attended St. 
Lawrence University for two 
years before seriously pursu· 
ing a professional music 
career. 
She opened the set 
Saturday with the powerhouse 
song, "Joey" and the lyrics and 
her voice were great. She has 
many great songs and does an 
excellent rendition of Grace 
Slick's "White Rabbit," that for 
a moment, as Billy Joel is 
noted for saying, "takes you 
back to the time and place and 
what you were doing when it 
came out." Songs like "Joey," 
which are Grace's original 
songs, hit you with true emo· 
tion, maybe it is because my 
hero, idol, and friend; there is 
a connection. "Don't you pay 
no mind to Joey, cause Joey 
don't treat me good no more." 
So then, there's more to it 
than the name because there 
are many songs with the name 
Joey in them. So it is the com-
bination, the name and the 
way the band's grittiness 
blends with real talent, it's 
then that you are able to feel 
that kick inside . She played 
my second favorite tune called 
"Mary" and the lyrics go, "Oh, 
Mary, she bakes you cookies 
and then she'll burn your 
town." She also sings about a 
break up, "It's time for you to 
be alone, and I ain't picking up 
that phone ." She did 
"Medicine" like the power-
house she is when she sings, 
"She's got the medicine that 
everybody wants." Potter has 
been cited as saying the song 
she enjoys most is the ballad 
entitled "Paris" which and 
goes like this: "But if I were 
from Paris, if I were from 
Paris, I would say, Ooh la la la 
la la la [repeat]," and it is a 
great combination of these 
lyrics performed by a young 
beautiful woman who means 
what she sings. 
In addition to being the 
lead vocalist, Potter can play 
the Hammond B3, Wurlitzer 
Electric Piano, Fender 
Rhodes , and electric and 
acoustic guitars. She has been 
compared with Tina Turner 
because of her ability to give it 
all at every performance; she 
has Tina's great runaway 
sticks, but it is more than the 
well-developed legs of a 
dancer. There are comparisons 
in her attire with the same 
dresses that pieces of glitter 
and sequins hang and shake 
when she dances, and like 
Tina, oh yes, make no mistake 
Potter can dance. She also 
cites The Band and James 
Brown as influences and one 
night with these showstoppers 
you can see their presence. 
The band which consists of 
Grace Potter, Matt Burr, Scott 
Tournet, Catherine Popper, 
and Benny Yurco played 
Central Park last weekend. 
Bryan Dondero is no longer 
with the band so the dynamics 
have changed some with the 
membership change. They 
are doing shows as fundrais-
ers in Burlington, Vermont, at 
the Higher Ground, a favorite 
haunt of the band, and the 
proceeds from that show will 
support and benefit those 
affected by the recent hurri-
cane. 
The way this band is head-
ing, playing with the likes of 
Stevie Wonder, and early on 
opening for Dave Matthews, it 
may be wise to take the time 
out from watching your televi-
sion or visiting your neighbor-
hood bar to see some real tal-
ent perform. 
COURT Y OF homensnightclubtl.com 
The band is picntred all together above. 
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hARTford 
The Pearl Street Gallery 
ERICA BERTOLI '14 
ARTS EDITOR 
A hidden gem, the Pearl Street 
Gallery is located in the lobby of 100 
Pearl Street, Hartford Conn. Hartford 
artist Barbara Hocker's artwork was 
recently shown June 29, through 
Septem~B2, in the exhibition 
"Meanderin s and Reflections". 
Hocker's a twork is special in it's 
m1ss1on to obscure the line between 
what is real and what is not. In doing 
this, Hocker's artwork draws the viewer 
to re-evaluate the preconceptions that 
they first hold when initially viewing 
her artwork. Creating her artwork 
through the collaborative use of print-
making and digital photography, 
Hocker's form of creating art is what 
visually establishes her mission of 
obscuring reality. Focusing primarily on 
nature and the seasons, Hocker's art-
work provides the reader with an 
abstract interpretation of what is com-
mon to us all. 
On exhibit now, Michael Madore's 
"Tertiarisation" is an exhibit of his art-
work created on paper. Sponsored by 
the Hartford Hospital, the exhibit runs 
from September 15, to January 12, . 
Located at 100 Pearl Street in the lobby, 
"Tertiarisation" continues the promotion 
of arts in the Hartford area. More infor-
mation about the Pearl Street Gallery, 
and other Hartford art initiatives can be 
found at www.letsgoarts.org. 
COURTESY OF letsgoarts.com 
One of Michael Madore's pieces of creative artwork. 
... :AN1J 'I'JfIS WTTX IN :A1l'I'S 
ART NEWS FROM THE WORLD AT LARGE 
ERICA BERTOLI '14 
The opening film at the 68th Venice International Film 
Festival, "The Ides of March" opens in theaters everywhere Friday Oct. 
7, 2011. Starring George Clooney and Ryan Gosling, the film delves 
into the politics of the politically powerful. George Clooney plays 
Mike Morris, the Democratic Governor of Pennsylvania who is also 
running for president. Ryan Gosling plays Stephen Meyers, Morris' 
campaign manager. Playing rival campaign manager Tom Duffy, Paul 
Giamatta aids in the creation of a film riddled with conflicting inter-
ests and politically-(in)correct tension. The supporting cast includes 
Marisa Tomei, Evan Rachel Wood and Phillip Seymour Hoffman. 
The film centers around Meyers' introduction to the world of 
dirty politics. A seasoned political consultant, Meyers' partnership 
with Morris throws him into an arena marked by cross-alliances and 
shady deals. The film's trailer suggests that the film is a criticism of the 
current politics governing the politically powerful and their relations 
(see President Obama and John Boehner during the default crisis, for 
example). Opening everywhere Friday October 7, "The Ides of March" 
promises to be one of Fall's best films. 
COURTESY OF ww-.v.flash-screen.com COURTESY OF www.i2.listal.com 
C looney, playing a po litician , goes face-to-face with Gosling's character in "The Ides of March." 
Art .. Tickle: 
Geraldine Gliubishlavich 
KRISTINA SMITHY '14 
ARTS EDITOR 
Geraldine Gliubishlavich was born in 1978 and is a French painter who merges 
real-life drama with painterly fantasy. She attended Ecole Superieure des Arts 
Decoratifs for her undergraduate degree from 1999-2004 and afterwards she 
attended Central Saint Martins School of Art from 2005-2006 where she received 
her postgraduate diploma of Fine Art. She is often inspired by photographs and 
her works are often a hybrid of realities. She is a fan of crowd scenes such as con-
certs and battles; she is able to capture the high energy and the movement of the 
scenes very well. Each painting that Gliubishlavich paints builds off each other. 
They are each built on its relationship to the other paintings. One painting encom-
passes the second one and the two paints together entail a third, and the three 
paints entail a fourth. Each painting is a continuation of the other paintings, 
which enables each painting to gain new elements. Mostly all of her paintings are 
"Untitled." In 2009 she had a solo show in the Grusenmeyer Gallery, Belgium and 
in 2010 she had one solo show in Vegas Gallery, London. 
COURTESY OF vegasgallery.co.uk 
An"Untitled" by Gliubishlavich depicting a crowd. 
COURTESY OF artreview.com 
An "Unti tled"piece by Geraldine Gliubishlavich 
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The Joints! Smith House Holds First Reading of the Year 
Give First 
Perfomance 
continued from page 1 
daughter because of a haircut she had 
gotten. It is scenes like these that depict 
the novelties of improv. Taking a sad sit-
uation (the grandfather's Alzheimer's), 
the actors find creative ways to place 
emphasis on the funny aspects of life 
before taking a casual hit at the serious-
ness of life through the incorporation of 
the daughter's haircut as the cause of 
the grandfather's lack of recognition. 
According to Doran '14, during the 
performance The . Joints! "did mostly 
long-form scenes [:which are] a type of 
improv where there's no specific game 
laid o.ut before the scene." This allows 
The Joints! ample room to construct 
improv scenarios that are both creative 
and amusing. 
An example of The Joints! use of the 
long-form scenes was the scene inspired 
by a monologue from alumnus Vincent 
Moore. Getting the word "areola," 
Moore started off the scene by stating 
"so, areola makes me think of The Little 
Mermaid." With that statement, the 
scene was set into comedic, improv 
motion. 
Asking the audience to contribute a 
word for the next set, the audience chose 
the word "hamster." The Joints! then 
plugged the word into Urban Dictionary 
and read off the first three definitions 
that were listed. This, in turn, inspired 
the following set. 
Following The Joints! performance, 
auditions were held in the Trinity 
Commons Performance Lab. 
KRISTINA SMITHY '14 
ARTS EDITOR 
On Thursday Oct. 29, the Smith 
House held the first reading from the 
reading series. This reading was "A 
First Book Reading and Discussion 
with Anthony Carelli and Maaza 
Mengiste." Both Carelli and Mengiste 
have recently published their first 
books. Carelli was raised in Poynette, 
Wisconsin and studied at the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison. He 
then went into a Master of Fine Arts 
program in poetry at New York 
University. His first poem that was 
published appeared in The New 
Yorker. His first book "Carnations," 
was published by the Princeton 
University Press in April 2011. Carelli 
started off by reading some of his 
favorite poems from his new book 
including "A Muse" and "The 
Crucifiction," and later gave advice on 
how to go about publishing a book. He 
told the audience that he lived at home 
for two years while traveling around 
the world and writing. He explained 
how before getting published, your 
email gets flooded with rejections but 
all it takes to get published is one yes. 
Maaza Mengiste's first published 
novel is "Beneath the Lion's Gaze." It 
tells the story of a doctor 's family in 
Ethiopia whose lives are changed 
drastically after the revolution. Her 
novel has received excellent reviews in 
The New Yorker, USA Today, and New 
York Magazine. Mengiste also told her 
story of how she came to write the 
book. Every morning she would wake 
up an hour earlier than normal and 
write only one page of her book. She 
figured if she wrote one page for an 
entire year, in 365 days she would 
It's Com_petition rime!! 
Calling all poets: 
Enter five pages of your poetry to 
Christina Bolio in the English Department 
by Monday, Oct.10 to enter the Connecticut 
Circuit Student Competiton. 
One poet will be selected to represent 
Trinity College in the state-wide competi-
tion. 
The winner will recieve an honorari-
um for each reading as well as travel costs 
For more Information 
visit the Creative 
have written a book. This was a part of 
her thesis and got picked up rather 
quickly. 
Assistant Professor of English 
Ciaran Berry explained why these two 
writers were invited for the first read-
ing. "Well first and foremost because 
they're both wonderful writers, but 
also because we wanted to do an event 
around first books that would involve 
not just a reading but also younger 
writers discussing their first experi-
ences of the publishing world. " Berry 
said. 
They both agreed that in order to 
write to your fullest potential it is best 
to surround yourself with other writ-
ers and have conversations about it. 
The two were inspirations to all of the 
aspiring writers in the room. They 
were available to talk individually 
after and really gave some great 
advice to the young writers. 
NEAT 
10· 
COURTESY OF borders.com 
Mengiste's first novel , Beneath the Lion's Gaze. 
co RTESY OF princetoninfo.com 
Anthony Carelli published his first book in 2011. 
COURTESY OF nytimes.com 
Mengiste was born in Addis Abeba, Ethiopia. 
FEELING ARTSY? 
WRITE FOR THE ARTS SECTION! 
WE WILL BUY YOU DINNER! 
(AN D DESS E RT!) 
(AND A ROUND OF NON-ALCOHOLIC 
DRINKS!) 
SERIOUSLY ... WE KNOW YOU NEED IT FOR 
YOUR RESUME YOU SLACKERS 
CONTACT: ERICA BERTOLI OR KRISTINA SMITHY 
ERICA. B ERTOLl@TRI NCOLL.EDU 
KRISTINA.SMITHY@TRINCOLL.EDU 
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MLB Playoffs Pack Plenty of Drama Trinity Women Record 
KAYLA CHADWICK '12 
SPORTS WlUTER 
The marathon is over. One 
hundred and sixty-two games 
later, just eight teams remain, 
all hunting for the right to raise 
the Commissioner's Trophy into 
the October night. The road to 
the postseason was exciting for 
many, with the Rays and the 
Cardinals sneaking in on the 
very last day of the regular sea-
son - both avoiding potential 
one-game playoffs for the Wild 
Card against the free-falling Red 
Sox (winners of the dubious 
"worst September collapse in 
history" distinction) and Braves, 
respectively. 
Two games into the Division 
Series at press time, only the 
Brewers have an edge (two 
games to none, over the 
Diamondbacks). The Yankees 
and Tigers, Phillies and Cards, 
and Rays and Rangers are all 
tied up, with each team laying 
claim to a singular victory in 
their series. The biggest sur 
prise thus far has to be Cliff 
Lee's Game Two loss, closely fol-
lowed by James Shields' disas-
trous start on Saturday. 
In the best-of-five Division 
Series, the safest money is on 
Milwaukee to defeat Arizona in 
three or four games to advance 
to the NLCS. The other series 
are a bit more convoluted to pre· 
diet while tied 1-1 each - it 
essentially means your predict· 
ing the outcome of a best·of· 
three series, something any 
baseball fan will tell you is a 
crapshoot. Most people are bet-
ting on Philadelphia to advance 
over St. Louis, but the Cards 
won't be making it easy, espe· 
cially since Albert Pujols' trou· 
blesome left ankle didn't stop 
him from knocking in the go· 
ahead run on Saturday to tie the 
series. 
As for New York and Detroit, 
the advantage will fall to the 
team whose ace pulls through 
Monday evening. Writing this 
Monday morning, I'm giving the 
edge to the Yankees and CC 
Sabathia, despite the apparent 
Cy Young winner Justin 
Verlander going for the Tigers at 
home. Down in St. Petersburg, 
the Rangers will start Colby 
Lewis against the Rays' young 
star David Price. Price strug-
gled down the stretch, so it's pos-
sible that the career high 224 
innings he pitched in 2011 are 
catching up with the young lefty. 
Conversely, Lewis ended his sea-
son with a win, and is 3-0 life· 
time against the Rays, so I'm 
going to give him - and the 
Rangers - the advantage in 
Game 3 and the ALDS. 
Assuming all of the above, 
the ALCS should be Texas vs. 
New York, and the NLCS should 
be Milwaukee vs. Philadelphia. 
This is where the pitching staffs 
will really start to show: base· 
ball is all about pitching, and 
~~: 1:i0~tr~::~w~e: s~~~~~ Dramatic Win vs. Colby 
Series - just ask vintage Josh 
Beckett (2003, 2007). Though 
Texas lacks a Sabathia·caliber 
ace, the rest of their staff is 
much more reliable than New 
York's: if AJ Burnett were more 
dependable, the Yankees would 
have my confidence. As it is, I'm 
giving the edge to the Rangers. 
If the Phillies are eliminated 
before the World Series, it will 
be seen as a failure. Like the 
disgraced BoSox, the Phillies 
were practically crowned cham· 
pions in February, before a sin· 
gle game had been played. Their 
pitching pedigree cannot be 
questioned, but the Brewers are 
young, hot and ambitious. For 
now, the advantage is with 
Philly. 
In a Texas· Philadelph ia 
World Series, the Phillies win it. 
It is, as they say, all about the 
pitching, and no one can beat 
the Phillies hurlers, at least on 
paper. 
However, anyone who has 
read (or now seen) Michael 
Lewis' "Moneyball'' knows that 
playoffs, and especially best-of-
five series, are little better than 
a roll of the dice. Anything can 
happen, and probably will: I'm 
predicting a Phillies-Rangers 
Fall Classic, but I wouldn't be 
surprised if we saw Cardinals· 
Tigers, Diamondbacks-Rays or 
Brewers·Yankees. That's (play· 
off> baseball. 
continued from page 16 
the Lady Bantams. 
The Lady Bantams traveled 
to Somerville, Massachusetts 
Sunday afternoon to take on 
the Tufts University Jumbos. 
Within the first seven minutes 
of competition, the Jumbos 
earned a pair of corner kicks, 
the second of which allowed the 
team to record their first goal. 
Reacting to the early deficit, 
the Bantams sought to even 
the score; it was not until the 
35th minute that Ley chal· 
lenged Tufts with a shot on 
goal - but unfortunately the 
goalkeeper was there for the 
stop . 
Early in the second half, the 
Lady Bantams earned a corner 
kick, although they were 
unable to translate the oppor 
tunity into a goal. Though 
Trinity women's soccer main· 
tained a great degree of pres· 
sure on the Jumbos, in the 80th 
minute Tufts recorded their 
second goal, confirming their 
victory. Pepper recorded three 
crucial saves for the game. 
"We want to put these loss· 
es behind us and not hang our 
heads," said Altdorf. "If any· 
thing, we will come out more 
ready on Wednesday." 
Ready they will be on 
Wednesday afternoon, as the 
team will host Westfield State 
on Campus Field. Sunday, the 
Lady Bantams will travel to 
Williamstown, Massachusetts 
to challenge the Williams 
women's soccer team 
NESCAC competition. 
in a 
COURTESY OF SOPHIE GOODWIN ' 12 
Co-captain Leigh Howard' 12 reacts to a pass in Saturday's 2-1 overtime win vs. Colby. 
Bantam Defense Limits Ephs in Win M. Soccer Defeats Colby, 
continued from page 16 
making two tackles for a loss on 
Trinity's first two plays of the 
drive to give the Bantams a 
third and goal from the 21. 
But again, Jennings rolled 
out on third down, this time to 
his left, and found running back 
Ben Crick '14 wide open in the 
end zone for a score that extend· 
ed Trinity's lead to 21·6 with 
3:15 left in the game. 
Williams got the ball back 
and was able to score with just 
under a minute remaining to 
make it 21·13, but could not con-
vert the ensuing onside kick to 
try and score again. Jennings 
kneeled twice to run out the 
clock, and the Bantams secured 
their 40th consecutive win on 
home turf. 
The story of the day for the 
Bantams offensively was 
Jennings, starting his first 
career game for Trinity following 
his exceptional second·half per 
formance against Colby two 
weekends ago. Jennings threw 
for 161 yards in the air and two 
scores while adding 21 yards on 
the ground. 
"Hedley was great today," 
said coach Devanney. "Williams 
has a tremendous defense, and 
we wanted Hedley's athletic 
ability on the field. He really 
stood out today to me, making 
those three huge throws on third 
down and saving broken plays 
for us all afternoon." 
Preseason honorable men· 
Colby to the tune of 3.4 yards 
per carry, was back to his domi-
nating self this week, rushing 30 
times for 132 yards and a score. 
"Today was awesome," said 
Bunker. 
On defense, the Bantams 
were led by co·captain line· 
backer Walter Fallas '12, who 
had 10 total tackles and a sack. 
For the second consecutive 
week, co·captain defensive end 
Herman Brito '12 and line· 
backer Stephen Goniprow '14 
both had seven tackles, and 
Brito added two sacks to bring 
his season total to four. 
But to Devanney, the stand-
outs on defense were his down 
linemen, who contained a 
Williams rushing attack that 
pounded out 219 yards on the 
ground in their previous game 
against Bowdoin but managed 
only 24 yards Saturday. Said 
the coach, "our front seven, guys 
like Matt DelConte '12, Tom 
Finnucan '12, Gary Williams '12, 
Brito [. . .] they were stars today. 
They beat their man every sin· 
gle time." 
Looking ahead to this coming 
week, the Bantams will welcome 
the Hamilton College 
Continentals to Jessee/Miller 
field Saturday to try and make it 
41 consecutive home victories. 
Though Trinity has won 16 con· 
secutive meetings with their 
rivals to the north, Devanney is 
not overlooking them. 
"They're 2·0, and they're 
much improved from last 
year," he said. "It's going to be 
a much different type of game 
than it was this week. How 
we come out next week is how 
this season will be defined. 
We can't just think 'Hey, we 
beat Williams, so we have a 
cakewalk from now on.' That's 
not how it works." 
Kickoff Saturday is sched· 
uled for l:oo p.m. 
Falls 1-0 in OT at Tufts 
continued from page 16 
attempted put back, sending it 
over the crossbar. 
Just a few minutes later 
Colby snuck a through ball in 
behind the Trinity defense, but 
Schonberg came out quickly, 
cutting off any angles and fore· 
ing the Colby forward to push 
the shot just wide of the left 
post. 
Schonberg said after the 
game: "I just made the saves I 
had to make. Once again our 
defense stepped up as a whole to 
hold off Colby's pressure. 
Definitely a team effort." 
On Sunday the team trav· 
eled to Tufts looking to keep the 
winning streak alive, but ulti-
mately fell 1-0 in overtime. The 
deciding goal came in the 98th 
minute when a speedy Tufts' for 
ward found his way behind the 
defense on a through ball and 
rolled the game winner past 
Schonberg in a one·on·one situ· 
ation. 
Midfielder Joseph Phalen '13 
expressed the team's disap· 
pointment after the game: "The 
conditions were difficult and 
they were a solid team. I mean 
there aren't really any easy 
games in the NESCAC, but we 
definitely could have played bet· 
ter and won the game." 
With the loss, the team's 
winning streak was snapped at 
five and their record falls to 5· 
2-2 overall and 3· 1-2 in the 
NESCAC. However confidence 
on the team is still high as they 
look to get back to their win· 
ning ways Wednesday at home 
against Westfield State 
University at 4 p.m. 
tion All-American running back COURTESY OF ALLIE MARCHESE ' 14 COURTESY OF ALLIE MARCHESE '14 
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The Trinity Tripod 
Football Wins vs. Williams for 40th Consecutive Home Victory 
HARRY HAWKINGS '14 
SPORTS WRITER 
This past Saturday, the 
Trinity College Bantams defeat-
ed the Williams College Ephs 
21-13 in New England Small 
College Athletic Conference 
(NESCAC) football action. With 
the victory, the Bantams have 
now won 40 consecutive games 
at Jessee/Miller field, a remark-
able run that has spanned the 
last 10 years. 
When asked about the 
streak, which is the longest in 
the nation at any level of college 
football, Trinity coach Jeff 
Devanney said, "It's pretty spe-
cial. To play like we did today, 
and make it to 40 in a row, in 
front of all these alumni and 
fans, was great. I am going to 
enjoy the heck out of this one." 
The game got off to a slow 
start, with neither team getting 
anything going on their first pos-
session. But on the Bantams' 
second drive, faced with a third-
and-11 in their own half of the 
field, quarterback Hedley 
Jennings '14 found receiver 
Drew Grombala '13 for a 37-yard 
gain that brought Trinity into 
Williams territory. 
Three plays later, Jennings 
rolled right out of the snap and 
connected with wideout A.J. 
Jones '14 for a 21-yard touch-
down strike, giving the Bantams 
a 7-0 lead with 6:10 remaining 
in the opening quarter. 
Defense then began to take 
over the game, with three con-
COURTESY OF SOPHIE GOODWIN' 12 
Hedley Jennings ' 14 threw for 161 yards and two touchdowns in Saturday's win vs. Williams. 
M. Soccer's Five-Game 
Winning Streak Snapped 
MAX deLONE '12 
SPORTS \VRITER 
After beating Western 
Connecticut State University on 
Tuesday 2-0, the Trinity College 
men's soccer team came into 
Saturday's game looking to 
extend their winning streak to 
five as they hosted Colby 
College. Early, Colby looked to 
be a strong side that controlled 
the ball well, but ultimately 
they lacked any real bite as 
Trinity prevailed 2-0. 
Trinity took control of the 
game midway through the first 
half when forward Dan 
Mayernick '12 punched in a 
rebound to give them the lead, 
despite disciplined and careful 
play from Colby early on. 
"I felt for all their possession 
they lacked any clear chances 
on goal," said midfielder 
Anthony El-Hachem '13 after 
the game. "Their possession 
caused them to get caught high-
er up the field allowing us to 
counterattack numerous times. 
Dan's goal was created through 
one of these opportunities." 
Trinity found themselves with a 
few more opportunities in the 
first half as the team built on 
the confidence of Mayernick's 
goal. The Bantams faced very 
little threat from Colby's attack, 
nearly adding a second goal on a 
strike from 25 yards out by mid-
fielder William Stankiewicz '14 
that was just high of the cross-
bar. 
The Bantams continued to 
create opportunity after oppor 
tunity for the first 30 minutes of 
the second half. In the 76th 
minute Trinity finally found a 
second goal on a well-taken free 
kick from El-Hachem about 20 
yards out. El-Hachem's strike 
curled up and around Colby's 
defensive wall and into the top 
left hand corner of the goal, giv-
ing Trinity an insurance goal. 
As Colby started to press 
down 2-0, they found them-
selves with a few chances late 
that were turned away by 
aggressive and strong play from 
goalie Grant Schonberg '12. In 
the 79th minute Schonberg 
deflected a shot that rebounded 
right into the middle of the box 
at the feet of a Colby forward, 
then dove to get a hand on the 
see SOCCER on page 15 
secutive drives by both Williams 
and Trinity ending in punts. 
With 11 minutes remaining in 
the first half, Williams drove 60 
yards down the field and were 
threatening, but the Ephs' kick-
er missed a 23-yard field goal 
wide left, giving Trinity the ball 
on downs. Again, however, the 
Bantams could not set up a long 
drive, and the teams traded 
punts as the opening half wound 
down with Trinity in the lead by 
seven. 
As had been the case in the 
opening half, the second half 
began with both offenses stalling 
after only three plays on their 
first drives. And again, the 
Bantams found their offensive 
mojo on their second drive. 
COURTESY O F SO PHIE GOODWIN ' 12 
Starting at midfield because 
of a poor Williams punt, 
Jennings found Grombala again 
on third down, this time deep 
down the middle, for 45 yards, 
giving the Bantams a first and 
goal from the 3-yard line. On 
second down, running back 
Evan Bunker '14 took the hand-
off and scampered his way into 
the end zone for his first touch-
down of the season and a 14-0 
Trinity lead. 
154 rushing yards helped the Bantams secure their 40th consecutive home win on Saturday. 
Following Bunker's score, 
Williams gained momentum by 
forcing a fumble and recovering 
it at Trinity's 46-yard line. The 
Ephs made the Bantams pay for 
turning the ball over almost 
immediately, as Williams sopho-
more quarterback Adam Marske 
found a receiver down the right 
sideline to give Williams six 
points on their third play of the 
drive. Again, however, the Ephs' 
kicker failed them, booting the 
extra point wide left to make the 
Bantam lead 14-6. 
As the third quarter ended, 
the teams picked up their defen-
sive battle again, with neither 
team gaining much offensive 
momentum. The Bantams, how-
ever, were able to run the ball 
rather effectively, killing much 
of the clock in the final period. 
After a Trinity punt gave 
Williams the ball on their own 
ten yard line with 3:35 remain-
ing, the Ephs picked up 10 yards 
on both of their first two plays 
from scrimmage and looked to 
march down the field for an 
equalizing touchdown. 
But their momentum was 
killed when Marske inexplicably 
threw the ball into double cover 
age and right into the arms of 
linebacker Rob Gau '15, who was 
able to return the interception 
30 yards to the Ephs' 10-yard 
line. Williams" defense would 
not cave immediately, however, 
see BANTAM on page 15 
I W. Soccer Defeats Colby in Overtime 
SOPHIE GOODWIN '12 
SPORTS WRITER 
After a long and demand-
ing week, Sunday afternoon 
came to a close with two losses 
and one victory for the Trinity 
women's soccer team, changing 
their overall record to 4-2-2 
and New England Small 
College Athletic Conference 
(NESCAC) record to 2-2-2. 
"We had a very physically 
and mentally tough weekend 
and may not have gotten the 
results we wanted, but we're 
ready to move forward as a 
team and take on the next chal-
lenges coming our way," shared 
Courtney DeVinney '12. 
The team hosted the Lord 
Jeffs of Amherst College on 
Wednesday afternoon. Strong 
cohesive play from the defen-
sive line and goalkeeper, Lily 
Pepper '12, inhibited Amherst 
from recording any shots in the 
first half of the game. 
However, in the second half the 
Lord Jeffs capitalized on a 
myriad of shooting opportuni-
ties, as two of their seven shots 
found their way past Pepper, 
changing the count to 2-0. 
Trinity was not without 
scoring opportunities: Katie 
Giberson '12 launched a shot 
that appeared to be heading for 
COURTESY OF SOPHIE GOODWIN '12 
Co-captain Jenny Ley '12 made an acrobatic play in front of the Colby goal on Saturday. 
the back of the net, until it was 
deflected by the crossbar - for 
the second time in just two 
games. Giberson recorded two 
more shots in the second half. 
However the goalkeeper for 
Amherst, senior Allie Horwitz, 
was a force to be reckoned 
with, as Wednesday marked 
her fourth shutout game of the 
season. Notably, Pepper tallied 
three stops in net for the 
Bantams. 
The week of games for 
Trinity women's soccer was not 
without celebration. Saturday 
morning, the Lady Bantams 
challenged the White Mules of 
Colby College on Campus 
Field. Though the team was 
unable to register any shots for 
the majority of the game, mid-
fielder Shawna Altdorf '12, 
assisted by Giberson, seized an 
opportunity to tie the count, 1-
1, towards the close of the sec-
ond half, bringing the crowd to 
its feet and ushering the teams 
into overtime. 
Maintaining her fierce 
momentum, Altdorf ended the 
game near the close of the first 
overtime with her second goal 
of the game, assisted by Jenny 
Ley '12, to claim the victory for 
see TRINITY on page 15 
